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The Eighth International Conference on Ambient Computing, Applications, Services and
Technologies (AMBIENT 2018), held between November 18, 2018 and November 22, 2018 in
Athens, Greece, continued a series of events devoted to a global view on ambient computing,
services, applications, technologies and their integration.
On the way for a full digital society, ambient, sentient and ubiquitous paradigms lead the
torch. There is a need for behavioral changes for users to understand, accept, handle, and feel
helped within the surrounding digital environments. Ambient comes as a digital storm bringing
new facets of computing, services and applications. Smart phones and sentient offices,
wearable devices, domotics, and ambient interfaces are only a few of such personalized
aspects. The advent of social and mobile networks along with context-driven tracking and
localization paved the way for ambient assisted living, intelligent homes, social games, and
telemedicine.
The conference had the following tracks:
 Ambient devices, applications and systems
 Ambient services, technology and platforms
 Ambient Environments for Assisted Living and Virtual Coaching
 User Friendly Interfaces
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A Rhetoric of Smart Carpet in the Age of Disruption
Leveraging IoT, Blockchain, and Platform for Value Co-Creation
Amirhossein Roshanzamir, Vishanth Weerakkody, Vignesh Yoganathan
Bradford University School of Management
Bradford, UK
Email:{A.H.Roshanzamir, V.Weerakkody, V.Yoganathan}@bradford.ac.uk
Abstract – The luxury goods industry has experienced evolving
consumer preferences, emerged from innovation and growth in
the sharing economy and driven by digital technologies. On one
side, the sharing economy has disrupted traditional luxury
brands by providing or sharing access to goods and services
through online platforms. On another side, the entire value
chain of luxury goods, from procuring raw materials, design
and production, delivery, product co-creation, up to customer
service, in-store experience, and even consumption are
transformed by digital technologies. The purpose of this study
is to explore the role of digital technologies including the
Internet of Things (IoT), blockchain and platform models, to
disrupt the luxury industry. This paper suggests a novel and
practical framework to transform handmade carpet to smart
carpet and co-create value with potential customers in order to
build trust and influence their buying behavior. The framework
illustrates, for the first time, how the unmatched power of a
brand story can be leveraged and authenticated by digital
technologies and through active contribution of customers.
Keywords–Smart Carpet; Luxury goods; The Sharing
economy, Disruption; Digital technologies; Start-up; Brand
Story; Co-creation; IoT; Blockchain; Platform models.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Luxury products and services rely a great deal on brand
intangibles and evoke a sense of myth and fascination. This
is one of the reasons why the luxury sector grows faster than
any other fields and thrives even during the challenging
economic times. Considering all segments, the luxury market
grew by 5% to an estimated €1.2 trillion globally in 2017,
where sales of luxury cars continued to dominate the market
by reaching €489 billion [1]. The value of worldwide
personal luxury goods market —the "core of the core" is
estimated to be €262 billion in 2017 with a heterogeneous
group of 330 million individuals diversified by gender,
cultural background, nationality, generation, attitude, and
shopping behavior [1]. This huge market generated
increasing interest in the luxury sector among both academics
and practitioners [2][3] especially in the recent year with the
advent of new trends and technologies.
On one side, the concept of sharing economy, which
argues that the role of ownership is steadily being replaced
by access, is gaining popularity and spreading among
consumers, which ultimately redefines the luxury sector. The
shift from " owning a luxury to just having access to it " is
disrupting the luxury market and pushing brands beyond their
traditional business models. The benefits of sharing platforms
are lauded because of their possibilities to increase inter-
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personal interaction and provide more sustainable and
environmentally friendly options in the market [4][5]. On
another side, the widespread adoption of electronic
commerce and online platforms transformed the value
proposition of luxury brands from the product-centric of
value creation to one that focuses on the personalized and
overall experience of the process in which brands,
consumers, and the respective networks co-create a superior
value proposition through the entire supply chain. This is
very challenging and threatening for traditional luxury brands
since they are not equipped to provide the same sensory
atmospheric conditions as the offline purchase [6]. Even,
most luxury marketers questionably considered the Internet
as a mass-market, which push them to substantial discounting
and this ultimately discourages them to embrace digital and
online business [7]. The sharing economy and digital
technologies have huge implications for luxury brands and
how they can be marketed and managed. The proliferation of
online platform business models, blockchain, and the Internet
of Things (IoT) have heralded a digital transformation to
serve as a catalyst of growth and enable individuals to share
goods and services and even contribute in design, production,
and consumption of them. The platforms build up
commercially ecosystems of suppliers and consumers in
which enormous amounts of value can be created and
exchanged [8]. Blockchain and IoT can embed tractability
and visibility by recording every event and transaction within
a supply chain on a distributed ledger [9] in order to integrate
transparency, fair trade, and sustainability.
This paper, therefore, aims to explore the impact of digital
technologies on transforming the luxury sector through value
co-creation. By examining the smart carpet as a case study,
this research argues that co-creating a brand story can be
nurtured by digital technologies which ultimately builds trust
and influences the purchaser’s intentions and willingness to
pay a premium for the product. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the sharing economy
and digital disruption in the luxury sector. Section 3 is
focused on co-creation concept and evolving preferences of
customers. In Section 4, the smart carpet is examined as a
case study and a practical framework is suggested to illustrate
how the power of brand story can be leveraged by IoT,
blockchain and platform model in order to build trust and
influence consumers’ buying behavior. Section 5 analyzes
the framework to examine how successful it can be in the
global marketplace. The final section summarizes the
contributions and suggests further domain for research.
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II.

THE SHARING ECONOMY AND DIGITAL
DISRUPTION IN LUXURY SECTOR

Rogers [10] suggests that the world of marketing is
shifting from mass market to customer networks in which the
core behavior of customers is focused on access, connect,
engage, customize and collaborate. Kotler [11] describes how
marketing has evolved from product-driven marketing (1.0)
to customer-centric marketing (2.0) to human-centric
marketing (3.0) and now value-driven marketing (4.0). The
term “value” has received lots of attention especially from
scholars and practitioners in marketing discipline and in its
simplest definition means price. If we take more professional
approach value refers to the buyer's existing benefits over
what he or she paid for. These benefits or values can be of
three types ; functional value – the value of a product's
features and functions, the economic value – what the product
benefits are worth in terms of time and money and finally
emotional value – the psychological benefits that they get
from buying, using, and owning products [12]. The latter is
very important within the luxury sector as luxury customers
are placing more emphasis on the emotional value, such as
closeness and involvement with brands when making their
purchase decisions [13][14].
The consumer preferences of emotional value and
involvement within the luxury sector are now influenced by
the sharing economy and digital technologies. The concept of
sharing economy argues that the role of ownership is steadily
being replaced by access and companies and consumers are
less likely to exchange goods and service in markets [15]
within the new era. As such, a growing number of consumers
are engaging in access-based consumption, where consumers
gain access to the products they seek, but no transfer of
ownership takes place [16]. In this scenario, suppliers lease,
rent or charge subscription or membership fee, and
consumers just pay for the temporary experience or shortterm use of goods and services [15][17]. With the
advancement of information technology and widespread use
of social media [18][19] the sharing economy enables people
to collaboratively make use of under-utilized inventory
through fee-based sharing activities on online platforms [20].
Today’s prominent online peer-to-peer platforms including
Uber (owns no taxi), Airbnb (owns no property) and Alibaba
(owns no stock) which are driven by social relations as well
as prices, facilitate the use of underutilized labor and assets
and disrupt their relevant industry. Disruption is associated in
part with “Disruptive Innovation Theory” coined by Clayton
Christensen [21] and refers to the fact that companies are
disrupted because of their success, that they are so invested
in a wonderfully profitable way to extract the most money
from product, and doing it so well, they allow new entrants
to offer an inferior product or service which is cheaper and
more accessible. As such incumbents never seek to explore
ways to do things differently and become vulnerable to a new
technology at a lower price point which moves up market,
eventually displacing established competitors [21].Williams
[22] also argues that in some cases, threats to a company’s
business model come less from direct competitors than from
high-impact innovation in a seemingly unrelated market. The
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new technologies often enter at the bottom of the
market which is ignored by established companies and
then new ventures grow and beat the old systems from that
point [22]. The tremendous success of the world's
largest taxi firm (Uber), the world’s largest provider
of accommodation (Airbnb) and the world's largest
retailer (Alibaba) testifies that they did not come from
competitors in the same industry or even from companies
with a similar business model. Rather all of them
emerged from the sharing economy platforms as start-ups
and forged by digital technologies and ultimately disrupted
their respective industry. In line with these success stories,
it is assumed that owning lots of things is going to be
outdated in a fast-paced luxury sector and most of the
resources are borrowed or outsourced in a transition from
ownership to the sharing economy. In “The Digital
Transformation Playbook” Rogers argues that disruption
happens when an existing industry faces a challenger that
offers greater value to the customers in a way that
existing firms cannot compete with directly [23]. The five
domains of digital transformation" described by Rogers
[23] builds a solid foundation to explain how
digitalization is reshaping customers, competition, data,
innovation, and value domains. Table I sets out
strategic themes and key concepts as businesses move
from the analog era to the digital age. The first and most
important domain is the customers. Digital technologies
have transformed the whole customer expectation and
experience. In fact, luxury goods and services are now
sought, sampled, and purchased in very different ways
than before and consumers expect competent e-commerce,
engaging and exciting interactions on social media,
and multiple channels for interaction. [24]. The
customers are now empowered with digital tools and
require extremely personalized experience even by
asking to shape the products and services. These
requirements create a new ground of competition for
the luxury brand and drive them toward building up an
interactive platform to communicate with their customers.
TABLE I. THE FIVE DOMAINS OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATIONS [23]
DOMAIN

STRATEGIC THEMES

Customers

Harness Customer Networks

Competition

Build Platforms, not just products

Data

Turn data into assets

Innovation

Innovate by rapid experimentation

Value

Adapt value proposition

Rogers [23] argues the value of a platform grows as more
people use it and this due to the customer's expectation of
bilateral value exchange. In fact, the platform can constantly
improve its own features and increase participant benefits by
creating a feedback loop. The data is an important asset which
must be collected through online portals. Today, luxury
brands can utilize social media and mobile apps for exploring
customer's requirements, building communities of potential
customers and using analytics and data mining to know them
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better and ultimately to offer personalized and customized
services. Digitalization, as discussed by Rogers [23],
provides a solid platform for a company to constantly
experiment, test each of new ideas, measure customer
response, and iterate on what it learns. Innovation is also
leveraged through crowdsourcing and receiving feedbacks
via social media and platforms. These are all invaluable for
designing new products and services and improving the
existing one as Parker [8] argues innovation is no longer the
province of in-house experts and research and development
labs. Lastly, digital technologies enable luxury brands to
enhance, extend or reshape the customer value proposition
with digital contents and engagement, i.e., to offer better,
faster and customized products and services which resonates
with their personal lifestyle [24].
While some luxury brands seek solutions to
digitally automate their existing operations, we observe a
few luxury start-ups are shaking up the industry [25] by
aggregating many luxury e-commerce sites into a
personalized feed and universal shopping cart [25][26]
and extracting the most value from platform business
model. The platform as discussed by Parker [8] offers
reach, speed, convenience, and efficiency to customize
the customer's requirements on luxury brand online
shops. The possibility to capture data about customers'
preferences
and
then
develop and deliver
the
customized products in the quickest manner can be
considered other benefits which are implemented by startups who focus on access rather than ownership. These new
ventures aim to replace ownership with access where users
can register on a platform and rent luxury items such as
accessories and jewelry on a weekly or monthly basis. These
start-ups work on everything from lab-grown diamonds
to luxury subscription services to blockchain for
authenticating luxury products. Some also launch new
brands and/or help incumbents by offering them luxuryspecific technology tools [27]. A good example is Rent the
Runway [28] founded in 2009, an online platform
which rents clothes and accessories for women with
different plans. Eleven James [29] founded in 2013 is
another online platform which provides access to a
diverse collection of luxury watches for both men and
women through subscription service. Dou Bao Bao and YCloset are two Chinese start-ups which provide access to
a high-end designer handbag and a high-end clothing
respectively by following rental business model [30].
Dou Bao Bao launched its platform on WeChat, and also
released an official app and is now planning to expand the
service to other Asian countries including Malaysia,
Thailand, Vietnam, and Korea as the model far exceeded the
company's expectations [30][31]. Y-Closet follows the
rental business model and charges a monthly subscription
fee of RMB 499 (USD$73) in which consumers have the
option to select three cloths per month and swap them out
as many times as they wish where delivery is included
in the fee [30][31]. The next trend could be for the
consumers to exchange each-others’ items through the
platforms. There are blockchain start-ups such as CEDEX
[32] and BitCar [33] who focus on a single type of asset —
diamonds and luxury cars, respectively. Switzerland-based
Tend [34] is planning to offer a multitude of assets for
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investment purpose such as vineyards, watches and other
luxury items. All three start-ups are still at very earlystage and planning to raise several millions of dollars
through initial coin offerings in 2018. We can, however,
see that they are all examples for rising of the
sharing economy and platform business which are
disrupting
the
value proposition
of traditional
luxury brands and creating emerging opportunities.
Acquiera et. al [35] conceptualize the sharing
economy to rest on three foundational cores including
Access
economy,
Platform
economy,
and
Community-based economy. The sharing economy
facilitates collaborative production and consumption and
drives the concept of value co-creation [36].
III.

VALUE CO-CREATION IN LUXURY
BRANDS
Value co-creation, which refers to the practices a
company uses to collaborate with its stakeholders during the
design, development, and deployment of its products and
services [37], is an emerging concept and was coined by
Prahalad and Ramaswamy. It replaces the hierarchical
approach to management and the linear approach to
innovation by affording all stakeholders the possibility to
influence and bring forth meaningful and relevant solutions
in a collaborative environment from product design to
product consumption [38]-[40]. Value co-creation has been
triggered and driven by digital technologies in recent years
[41]-[43]. These technologies can facilitate and transform the
vast user-generated data and input into socially and
economically valuable products and services [44]. In the era
of big data, every change in customer behavior, location, or
even physiological data can be recorded and analyzed [45].
In fact, big data allows firms to uncover unforeseen patterns
about customers, businesses, and markets [15] while offering
the firms opportunities to track customer behavior and
measure outcomes of competitive strategies[16][17]. Modern
luxury products usually commit to a brand story that includes
a visionary myth and mission [46] and technology can expand
this narrative to customers. Today, luxury brands should
integrate their products with digital technology to add value
and address "omnichannel interactions" including "integrated
delivery service," comparable "promotions and rewards," and
a "consistent brand image across all channels [47]. Although
it is widely shown that user co-creation is beneficial in
mainstream fashion [17], we must recall that the luxury sector
has always distanced itself from consumers [48] in order to
preserve the exclusivity and high status. Also, it is argued that
luxury is art and should spring from designers' creative
genius without that much input from the end user, therefore,
user-designed luxury products are perceived to be lower in
quality and fail to signal high status [49]. That is why to some
extent consumers expect the artists to dictate what luxury
should be and how it should be experienced [49][50]. As a
result the luxury sector has implemented “a top-down, weknow-best-and-we-won’t-listen-to-you attitude” [51]. In
non-luxury categories, it is argued that “user design” i.e.,
drawing on users’ ideas and designs for new products, will
enable firms to achieve a number of positive benefits [52][53]
including reducing new product development costs,
improving time to market, and deriving innovative products
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which are better at meeting consumer needs and wants
[17][20][53]. The Internet helps luxury brands increase
consumer awareness and promote their images online
by describing their brands' story and heritage[51]. However,
Heine and Berghaus [54] argue that the majority of luxury
brands still use mainly digital platforms to disseminate
information to consumers in the classical sense of marketing
rather than using social media to engage with their
consumers. This strategy used to restrict the consumers'
input to preserve since they walk the line between
access and exclusivity, exposure and mystery, and
restraint and expansion [46]. But now, the Internet is
being utilized as a vehicle for luxury brands to enable
consumers to share their personal experiences through
narratives, co-creation and story-giving [54]. The direct
interaction with consumers allows luxury brands turn
storytelling into story-giving. As such these brands will not
relinquish control of information creation while engaging
with their consumers in the co-creation of their brand
image. Tiffany & Co. [55] introduced the concept of the
story giving as a powerful co-creation tool in their 2011
“What Makes Love True” (WMLT) which was a social
media campaign with access to the e-commerce section of
the company main website and studies shows that storygiving provide them with new opportunities to co-create
stories about the brand while maintaining performance
and paucity [55]. Schreier et al. [56] find that consumers
evaluate a product more positively and indicate stronger
purchase intentions if it is labeled as created by users instead
of by the firm's internal designers. All these have created
serious challenges as how to accommodate with the rise
of co-creation trend which pushes luxury brands to shift
their business model from a product-centric view of
value creation to one that focuses on personalized and
collaborative brand experiences.
IV.

FRAMEWORK DEVELOPMENT AND
CASE STUDY
Most successful start-ups like Uber and Airbnb have tried
to improve people’s life by solving something, empowering
people, delivering value, fitting into their lives and giving
people time back. However, many of them have challenges
in building up their corporate brand at the initial stage as they
had no resources, such as money and internal structure, nor
did they have customers or even a consistent idea how the
end-product should look like [57][58]. In fact, for a start-up,
“visibility creates Opportunities”, the faster it gets visible the
closer the possibility of a business success is [59]. Moreover,
the digital era has provided start-ups with tremendous
opportunities to communicate and engage with their potential
customers and stakeholders but substantial risks at the same
time. Young ventures have specific branding needs due to
their lack of resources [60], lack of internal structures and
processes [60], and fundamental need to build a reputation
[61] in order to find customers and investors. Venkatesh [62]
identifies some of the challenges for start-up brand building
including financial, legal and reputational risks, gaining
traction and scaling-up. As such start-up branding cannot be
addressed in a holistic approach since a new venture follows
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a growth curve where it goes through experimenting
and testing its business model. Roshanzamir [57] suggests
the EIC conceptual model in Figure 1 to break down brand
building of a start-up into three stages and integrate it with
start-up growth stages [57].

Figure 1. The EIC model for start-up branding in the digital era [57]

The EIC framework argues that the founders of start-ups
must first have a strong sense of purpose, cause or belief to
solve a market need or take advantage of an existing market
opportunity
and
cultivate
innovation
and
cocreation mindset. Second, they need to innovate things that
make them special and differentiate them from their
competition. Third, they must seek to jointly create and
develop value as the tangible manifestation of the first
two stages [57]. The authors propose a practical
extension on the EIC model to illustrate how the power of
a brand story can be leveraged by IoT, blockchain and
platform models, in order to influence consumer buying
behaviour. The concept of smart handmade carpet is, then,
introduced and used as a case study here.
A. Emotion
For centuries, Persia has been famed as the major center
of oriental carpet weaving and established the standards of
architecture design miniature painting, and textile
production. Carpet-weaving is considered to be one of the
essential manifestations of Persian culture and art, and dates
back to 500 B.C., during the Achaemenid according to
evidence such as the 2500-year-old Pazyryk carpet. Though
carpet weaving is now mechanized in many areas, the
traditional handwoven carpet still has wide appeal throughout
the world as a valuable masterpiece with a much higher price
compared to machine made counterparts. The price of a
handmade carpet is also determined by a number of factors
including origin, size, design, age, purchase value, the
materials as well as a brief history behind. Some traders
document all these and issue a certificate of authenticity
which can even be attested by international inspection
companies. However, the authors argue that IoT, the
blockchain and platform business can offer a game-changing
solution and disrupt handmade carpet business by bringing
transparency and trust to the supply chain, dealing with
counterfeiting and increasing customer engagement. These
technologies bring numerous possibilities to improve
operations and contribute to a marketing campaign and build
strong brands by generating an immutable digital certificate.
At the early stage of weaving a carpet, we can observe
that the passion, skills, and talents of the designer and
weavers are a bold contributor to producing a masterpiece.
Innovation and Co-creation mindsets are other important
ingredients for generating a brand story that must be
cultivated from early days. In fact, a luxury strategy places a
high priority on localized production to support the brand
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story and increase intrinsic value and the country of origin
symbolizes expertise and cache [51]. That is why two pieces
of carpet can be made of the same material within the same
size, and even have a similar design, yet, Persian origin can
reel the price by 5 to 10 times. By integrating IoT with
blockchain, the smart carpet verifies the origin through smart
tag embedded in the carpet from the time weaving started.
Chamrosh Technology [63] is a new start-up which is
aimed to establish a platform in order to connect the luxury
carpet weavers with the potential avid carpet fans and
enthusiasms by leveraging digital technologies. The value
proposition is to give the possibility of directly
communicating with the weavers by reviewing the data and
the full story of a carpet through digital tools i.e., video and
pictures from the time weaving start. The platform utilizes
IoT and blockchain to track the lifecycle of a carpet and
validate the provenance such as origin and existing owner and
other details in an immutable ledger which builds up the
ingredient of a story. Griffin et. al. [64] indicates stories are
often more important than hard facts because a brand or
company’s stories shape its reality. Walsh [65] argues
storytelling is so critical to the brand building since stories
are easy to remember and share, engage our feelings, shape
our beliefs and enable us to see ourselves in a different light,
and more importantly influence our behavior in accordance
with these new perceptions, insights, and identities. The name
of this start-up is smartly selected by the founders to generate
a compelling story which gains buy-in from potential
customers and guide, motivate and inspire stakeholders.
Chamrosh is a bird in Persian mythology said to live on the
summit of Mount Alborz and is sent by an angel to snatch
invaders and drop them from mountaintops to protect
the Persian Land [63]. The name generate a compelling
story which is easy to remember, share and engage
potential customers’ feelings. Moreover, it is believed
that integrating IoT, blockchain, and platform business
model, indicated in Figure 2, would establish a structure to
co-create value with potential customers in order to build
trust and influence their buying behavior.

Figure 2. The practical extension of the EIC model

The framework breaks down the story of a carpet from
the time procuring of knots and then weaving starts in a
simple connection of cause and effect. The narrative of
a carpet including the place and exact location of weaving,
the name of weaver and designer together with video,
audio and pictures are recorded, collected and shared
with the potential customers as they are experiencing
it as if it were their story. The customers feel what the
weaver feels; they see what the weaver sees
and experiences.
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Therefore, they memorize and retain chunks of information
contained in the story since they watch the images
and videos, hear the sounds, and feel the emotions
which are recorded in a digital ledger that is
distributed, decentralized, verifiable and irreversible.

Figure 3. The rhetoric of carpet is recorded in the blockchain.

Figure 3 shows how the attractive rhetoric of a carpet can
be leveraged in an immutable ledger on a vast network
of computers and that put substantial monetary and
emotional value at the heart of the weaving process.
B. Innovation
Innovation is considered to be a critical factor for longterm business success and organizations which have
innovated successfully have typically been rewarded with
growth, profits, and access to new markets throughout
history, [66]. Though innovation can be the result of new
technology; however, in some cases innovation is based on
smart redeployment or combination of existing technologies.
For example, iPhone as the most successful and amiable
smartphone was not certainly the first one on the market
either. Chamrosh is the first platform that fosters innovation
in order to track a wealth of history behind the handmade
carpet. It further builds a new experience and generates an
authentic story for carpet buyers and art collectors by
integrating digital technologies in the production, marketing
and sales of handmade carpet in the world. The blockchain
globally stores and collaboratively write a list of all
transactions that have ever taken place within a given system
[67] [68] and offers the possibility to keep the whole story of
a carpet in a decentralized system. Therefore, when the owner
of a smart carpet decides to sell his or her carpet, he or she
could easily use the platform to create a digital certificate of
authenticity and the next customer will be able to verify that
carpet has not been stolen and that it was kept and maintained
well. The uniqueness and novelty of this model are aimed to
replace the legal norms and ownership rights of smart carpet
without the need for a third-party authority to enforce
exclusion rights. This is perfectly in line with recent
arguments that the hybrid institution of property is a
distributed ledger that can hold information about an
intellectual property of right holders instead of a centralized
government database [69] [70]. As the ownership records
and other environmental data of the carpet are registered in
real time system, all the pre and post owners of a single
carpet, as well as the location of use, play a part in generating
the story behind the carpet which can be verified. The process
is described in Fig. 4 where the new ownership details will be
added into the blockchain system together with some
additional details including the temperature, humidity, and
location of use. Here we see a paradigm shift in story-giving
where the customer of a smart carpet can actively contribute
in composing the story of it before selling the carpet to the
next customer.
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Figure 4. The smart carpet business model can address the trust issue by creating an authentic brand story [63]

C. Co-creation
Maxwell et. al [68] propose that blockchain technologies
can become a new framework not only for the production
(distribution and financing) of stories but also their
generation. According to them the structural breaking down
of stories into constituent parts and formulae is well
established – from Aristotle’s analysis of tragedy in Poetics
to Georges Polti identifying 36 plots to Campbell’s
monomyth and Booker’s seven themes. In the blockchain,
each update or transaction like owner change is a new "block"
added to the chain an encrypted manner without affecting the
previous one. The implementation of property rights for
physical objects through IoT and blockchain applications can
eliminate some functions of third-party authorities for the
enforcement of property rights [70]. Of course, it is still very
early to conclude that some of the blockchain applications
will be able to replace legal norms and property rights, yet,
we can observe how some aspects of property relations in
society are being replaced with the blockchain [71].
Co-creation practically happened in the third stage when
a platform empowers different players including
weavers, dealers, and buyers get together in order to
produce a mutually valued output through a smart
carpet which integrates digital technologies. Chamrosh
utilizes the sense of trust and transparency embedded with
the blockchain and IoT to generate a progressive story of a
carpet from the time weaving starts. The smart tag
or Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) chip will
collect environmental parameters including temperature,
moisture, number of time people walk across a carpet
and more importantly the physical location through the
radio signals without building a mechanical or optical
contact. All these will be recorded in the form of a new
block of the story across a peer-to-peer network as the
carpet moves among multiple parties and owners.
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The corporate story plays an important role in creating
a position for the company against competitor [72] and
could influence the impressions that audiences form of the
organization and therefore build the corporate brand [73]. It
has been argued that sharing consumers’ positive stories
about a brand can be a highly effective online
marketing strategy [74]. In the smart carpet, we have a story
anchored by the customer’s lifestyle, driven by digital
technologies and eager to provide extra verification on a
carpet origin and lifecycle. Moreover, the novel integration
of IoT, blockchain and platform, suggested here, addresses
the question as to what extent corporate stories
represent the reality of the organization raised by Spear
and Roper [73] because the data about a smart carpet
stored on the blockchain reflect the real events happen
during ownership. Though they are not inherently
accurate and mistakes can happen during recording
time just as with a centralized database, however,
integrating IoT and blockchain technologies can generate an
authentic brand story that builds trust. In fact, IoT is
the critical tool to disrupt the existing business
paradigms of trading second-hand carpet with a new
way of thinking, organizing, collaborating, and creating
through
decentralized
applications.
In
these
circumstances, a rhetoric of smart carpet in the age of
disruption can engage the customer’s feeling and
influence their attitude and decision with the new
perception and identify provided via digital technology. For
example, those carpets which are placed at the holy sites
of Islam and Christianity are traded at premium prices
because the potential buyers assumed them to be
blessed and cherished by the location of use. The smart
carpet offers an innovative solution to trade these used
carpets by ensuring the integrity of location and positively
influence the purchase intentions and willingness of
customers to pay a premium.
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Moreover, the platform, accessible upon registration
allows dealers and buyers to view and evaluate hundreds of
carpets offered by different weavers and also former owners.
The model also creates a pleasant experience and more choice
for customers through aggregation of digital information by
going beyond traditional factors such as age, design, and
quality, promising them authenticity, trust, and transparency
in an immutable ledger. Freemium model, which is built on
an expectation of converting a portion of visitors to real
buyers paying customers, increases the number of visitors to
share views, comments, and feedback about each and every
carpet. This will ultimately act as a strong marketing tool to
promote the new start-up. Visitors can view and even verify
the carpets but can neither buy nor sell within the platform.
Only paid customers can utilize this advantage.
IBM Research has recently developed an Artificial
Intelligent-powered counterfeit detector that verifies an
item's authenticity using a smart phone's camera and then
comparing the item to a database contained within a
blockchain ledger [75]. The technology is accessible via a
mobile app and can be used in Chamrosh to verify the
authenticity of the carpet within a limited edition of carpets
registered in the system.
V.
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
This section is dedicated to discussion and conducting
performance analysis on smart carpet framework through the
models offered by the most distinguished international
leaders in the study of brands, branding, and marketing of the
luxury goods.
First, Keller [76] argues that marketers have the
opportunity to drive sales and build brands in ways never
before possible by combining a diverse collection of new
digital options added to the traditional media and
communication options. He, therefore, suggests seven
integrated marketing communications (IMC) choice criteria
namely: coverage, cost, contribution, commonality,
complementarity, cross-effects, and conformability [76].
These choices unlock the power of integrated marketing and
can examine how effectively and efficiently they have been
assembled. In order to evaluate the IMC choice criteria for
smart carpet, we need to conduct a quantitative research
which is beyond the objective of the existing paper.
Nonetheless, we can review each criterion and examine how
it resonates with the framework suggested by considering the
luxury nature of smart carpet.
•

•

•

Coverage for luxury brands needs to balance
exclusivity with connection and honor and establish a
soft barrier that makes a customer feel really special
[46].
Cost is the most important criteria to ensure an
effective efficient communications campaign. It is
assumed that innovation engraved in the product and
platform business together with leveraging the power
of social network would justify the cost.
Contribution is certainly the most robust criteria and
the essence of the smart carpet concept where the new
avid carpet customer fan is encouraged to compose
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and be a part of a brand story through co- creation.
This criteria also resonate with a concept of
"Ueber-myth" a compelling story that gives the
product meaning and reverberates emotionally with
customer suggested by Schaefer and Kuehlwein [46].
• Commonality must ensure that information conveyed
by different communication options shares meaning or
elicits similar effects across communication
options which is focused on co-creating value with
potential customers and influence their attitude.
• Complementarity here is focused on covering the
customer decision journey and desired positioning of
smart carpet which can be met by integration of IoT
and blockchain.
• Cross-effects offer creative synergy among the
potential customers and leverage brand knowledge at a
different stage of ownership. Since the new owner can
review the ownership record and reality of former
customers in the blockchain.
• Conformability is a bit tricky here since the whole
concept of luxury is built on the product story weaves a
tale of heritage and craftsmanship [46]. The
enthusiasm of potential customers and their
communication record can provide a glimpse into the
heart and soul of the smart carpet.
Second, Joachimsthaler and Pfeiffer [77] claim companies
need to understand consumers in the context of daily life
experiences in order to leverage enormous opportunities for
success. They propose Episodic Reconstruction Method
(ERM) which attempts to broadly capture a wide range of
situations and contexts of interests. Joachimsthaler [78]
further insists that brand strategy must focus on the total
transformative experience of consumers as people living,
working and playing and then on linking emotional benefits
to tangible proof and reasons in the superiority of the product.
The value of our smart carpet model can be easily determined
by the ERM framework. It allows the avid carpet funs to
connect and engage with the smart carpet via latest
technology and become part of the story. Rather than seeking
to only improve the quality of carpet that is merely different
from competitors’ products, the smart carpet is focused on a
brand story that creates desirability. The monetary value of
the smart carpet increases through direct contribution of the
new owner, the way he or she fits the carpet into his or her
daily life, for example, the place it is located or the number
of times the owner walk across it.
Third, the circles of luxury management practices
developed by Nueno and Quelch [79] would offer more
focused analysis. They [79] classify four distinct circles in
managing luxury brands which can ensure the success in the
global marketplace as design and communications
management; product line management; customer service
management; and channel management. Building on their
model, we can see that Chamrosh business model perfectly
fulfills these circles by harnessing digital technology to foster
innovation and generate a favorable market acceptance. First,
the nature of Persian carpet that only increases in value over
time, is evolved from handmade carpet to smart carpet by
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harnessing technology and recording narratives in a digital
ledger that is distributed and verifiable (communication
management). Second, this evolution adds substantial
monetary value every time the carpet is being bought and sold
(product line management). Third, in Chamrosh platform
each and every customer becomes expert in customer service,
and relationship building by contributing in the rhetoric of
carpet through generating a new block. In fact, the customer
who buys a carpet today may purchase another item of much
higher value from the platform or other customers tomorrow
or even sell his or her carpet. Because more consumers are
tempted to mix and match the narrative of carpets within the
platform, the competition surges and cross-selling
opportunities increase as they are seized (customer service
management). Fourth, Chamrosh owns and is expected to
manage the distribution channel by connecting weavers to
customers and later customer to customer. As a developer of
technology, the platform gets involved every time a carpet is
bought and sold. It further charges a nominal fee to facilitate
the transaction and generate a new block within the database
(channel management). The other competitive advantage
inherited within smart carpet platform is that it dedicates to
the latest technology which is appealing to the young
generation who are the potential customer of this technology
in the coming years. As Nueno [80] argues, the future of
many companies will depend to a great extent on teenagers’
behavior and attitudes toward consumption which is shifting
away from developed economies toward emerging markets,
where the new wealth being generated is giving rise to an
aspirational middle class. This young generation who are
sometimes referred to as "Digital Millennials" or “ Digital
Natives” has many characteristics such as racial diversity,
their status as the most educated generation to date, their low
marriage and fertility rates but the most important one is that
they are born with technology and considered heavy web
users[81][82]. They currently form over a quarter of the
American population, and about a quarter of the European
Union’s with an estimated purchasing power of $2.45 trillion
worldwide [82]. Therefore, the challenge for smart carpet
remains as for how to target this huge market.
Lastly, with the advent of Artificial Intelligence, we see
some other applications of a smart carpet have such as
physical therapy where the walking pattern of the owner is
detected and analyzed and then with a help of therapist these
patterns can predict mobility problems and correct them, have
emerged, [83]. Also, the smart carpet can identify the
presence of an intruder, acting as a kind of alarm system
which detects environmental threats, like fires [83].
VI.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The sharing economy and digital technologies are
disrupting the luxury sector by offering a new catalyst for
growth and enabling individuals to share goods and services
and even contribute in the design, production, and
consumption of them. Blockchain and IoT can embed
tractability and visibility by recording every event and
transaction within a supply chain on a distributed ledger and
then a platform provides an ecosystem of suppliers and
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consumers where enormous amounts of value can be created
and exchanged.
This paper makes a few novel contributions to the domain
of IoT, blockchain, and platform and their application in
brand building, digital transformation in marketing of luxury
products. It is the first study to suggest a framework for
integrating IoT and blockchain and platform and apply the
same in the marketing and branding field. Reviewing carpet
weaving as one of the traditional businesses throughout the
world and then utilizing the framework to transform this field
from handmade carpet to smart carpet can be considered as
the second significant contribution. Another key contribution
is an emphasis on co-creating of a smart carpet brand by
offering a paradigm shift in story-giving where the customer
contributes to composing the story while handing over the
ownership. Last but not least is that the framework addresses
trust towards the smart carpet by creating an authentic brand
story.
Future research is suggested to focus on conducting an
empirical analysis especially on value elements and the value
proposition of a smart carpet for different stakeholders in
order to validate the effectiveness and credibility of the
framework. The authors also believe that developing
Minimum Viable Product (MVP) will help to conduct
practical experience in order to humanized the new
technologies, evaluate the pros and cons and bring them into
daily life.
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Abstract—This paper presents a novel life monitoring system
using a home agent and ambient sensors as invisible sensors
that fit living circumstances with consideration of privacy and
Quality of Life (QoL) for achieving autonomous monitoring in
daily life. The home agent has a key tag sensor, a human detection
sensor, and a remote control sensor for detecting the states of a
subject, such as going out (Out) or being at home (Home). The
ambient sensors consist of a pad sensor installed in a bed sheet,
a triaxial accelerometer inserted in a pillow, a human detection
sensor installed near an entrance door, and a piezoelectric sensor
installed near a refrigerator. The state of Home or sleeping on
a bed (Sleep) is detected using ambient sensors that measure
living behavior patterns in real time. As a preliminary experiment
aimed at monitoring various life patterns of elderly people,
we conducted a monitoring experiment during two months for
four university students subjects in their 20s. For this system,
sensor signals were stored in a server via a wireless router for
visualization on a monitoring computer terminal in real time.
We developed a method of recognizing three major life patterns
( Out, Home, and Sleep) using machine learning which uses eight
algorithms. To evaluate of recognition accuracy, we collected
handwritten daily records from the respective subjects used
for correct behavior datasets as ground truth. Experimentally
obtained results revealed that the mean recognition accuracy was
83.61% for the first half of the monitoring experiment during
one month with one-minute downsampled signal intervals. In
the last half of the monitoring experiment, data acquisition was
interrupted because of a failure of the home agent. We continued
the evaluation experiment of life patterns with two delimited
periods, which indicated recognition accuracies of 92.53% for 18
days and 93.85% for 27 days.
Keywords–ambient sensors; home agent; life monitoring; quality
of life; machine learning; random forest.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Because of the rapid progress of aging societies and
increased longevity worldwide, mutual support among generations has already reached its limit, as reflected in distortion
of the population pyramids of many nations. The problems
of increased numbers of single elderly people, nursing care
among care receivers, rarefaction of regional ties, isolation, and
marginalization are manifested not only in regional cities and
country sides with high aging rates, but also in metropolitan
areas with higher population concentrations. For monitoring
elderly people from remote areas, the development of information and communication systems, supporting devices,
and sensor systems is underway [1]. In particular, security
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measures to prevent elderly people from a solitary death is
urgent in our current society [2].
Particularly, life-support and service robot platforms with
communication and interactive functions, along with sensing
and monitoring using unconstrained and invisible sensors have
been unveiled, offering advanced functionality and performance [3]. These systems are able to monitor several subjects
as care receivers in parallel; subjects are assumed to be in
nursing facilities focusing on monitoring functions. Moreover,
these systems can be used for 24 hours continuously if
malfunction is avoided. The advantage of these systems is to
send notifications containing information simultaneously and
instantly to nurses, caregivers, and family members. These
autonomous systems do not require so much as the push of a
button or raising one’s voice to collect active information.
For specialized sleep monitoring, sensor systems that send
notifications with information related to bed leaving behaviors
to care takers or nurses are already in practical use [4]. Moreover, robotic nursing care devices with a monitoring function
used for elderly people who have Mild Cognitive Impairment
(MCI) [5] have been developed. Evaluation methods and
criteria have already been established [6]. Various criteria and
specifications exist for monitoring sensor systems according to
use cases and situations of use. The most important function is
automatic and immediate notification of abnormal or unusual
information related to care. Contingent circumstances occur if
automatic notification is delayed.
As a novel approach to overcome these problems, monitoring systems that specifically examine life pattern rhythms
in our daily life have been studied [7]. Actually, humans have
individual life rhythms related to health, mind, and mentality.
Particularly for elderly people, unsteady or confusing life
rhythms cause bad effects of sleep deprivation related to health.
Therefore, we infer that monitoring systems can detect the
health conditions of elderly people immediately if life rhythms
can be extracted using monitoring support systems.
This paper presents a novel life-pattern monitoring system
using multiple hidden sensors for adaption to daily life with
respect to privacy and Quality of Life (QoL). Our proposed
system comprises a home agent and ambient sensors. The
home agent has a key tag detection sensor, a motion sensor,
and a remote controller detection sensor for recognition of
a monitored person as home or out. The ambient sensor
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comprises pad-shape sensors installed in a bed sheet, a triaxial
accelerometer installed in a pillow, a motion sensor installed
near a door, and piezoelectric film sensor installed in a refrigerator. The ambient sensor measures life behavior patterns at
home to determine normal home behavior or sleeping in a bed.
Monitored signals are saved on a server using network storage
via a wireless router with a visualizing function of signal
outputs in real time from respective sensors. As a preliminary
experiment before monitoring diverse life patterns of elderly
people, we conducted a monitoring experiment for two months
to observe four university students subjects. Moreover, we attempted to recognize life patterns from collected datasets using
machine learning algorithms. This report presents details of
related studies, our proposed system, and recognition results.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section
II, related studies are presented, especially for smart sensors
and daily life monitoring systems. Sections III and IV present
our proposed method and experimental results obtained using
our original datasets, respectively. Finally, Section V concludes
and highlights future work.
II. R ELATED STUDIES
Various methods and experimentally obtained results of
daily life monitoring have been reported in earlier studies.
From results of a recent study report, Morishita et al. [8]
described a monitoring system that detected opening or closing
of a door using a magnet sensor with a function to report
the safety of a resident and an application to display sensor
detection results. Although they conducted a practical test at a
residence for low-income elderly people, monitoring results
reflected merely movements between rooms through doors.
Jiang et al. [9] proposed a monitoring system for use in nursing
care facilities. They obtained original datasets related to daily
habits in terms of eating and exercise using a dual-band Radio
Frequency IDentifier (RFID) and virtual routing locational
algorithms. They revealed that their proposed system, which
included hush functions and certification protocols, provided
high security with real-time processing. Although they revealed
that the total burden of waiting data calculation and communication was low, this result merely reflected results from a
computer simulation.
Park et al. [10] proposed a framework of a healthcare
monitoring system for elderly people using wearable sensors.
Their knowledge-based method with self-learning algorithms
collected sensor signals in real time while maintaining network
security. Nevertheless, they only proposed a framework without conducting evaluation experiments or system implementation. Sumalan et al. [11] proposed a vital sign monitoring
system in terms of heart rates, respiratory rates, and blood
pressure for elderly people using wireless sensor networks.
Although their design concept was set as cost effective for
actualizing an application, their proposal remained a system
structure without experimentally obtained results.
Ghayvat et al. [12] proposed a daily life monitoring system using electric current sensors, load sensors, and contact
sensors. They developed an original model to discriminate between normal or abnormal status. Furthermore, they conducted
an evaluation experiment at an elderly home and a nursing
care facility. However, the results remained a single tendency
of time-series visualization because their study was geared
towards the development of communication circumstances for
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Figure 1. Home agent: (a) motion sensor, (b) remote controller sensor, (c)
key sensor, (d) micro-controller board, (e) optional sensor board, (f) air
cooling fan, and (g) smartphone

Figure 2. Key sensor. Card key type IC card is inserted into the blue key
holder. The home agent detects the key using an RFID module.

smart homes based on wireless networks and Internet of Things
(IoT).
Although they described details of the experimental setups,
especially related to use at nursing care facilities, the experimentally obtained results were insufficient for a practical use.
As an example of research related to MCI, Mighali et
al. [13] proposed a system of monitoring elderly behavior
patterns. It incorporated wearable sensors and motion sensors
installed in a home. The experimentally obtained results revealed that the mean recognition accuracy achieved 97% for
10 healthy subjects at a living circumstance in a general house.
Nevertheless, the recognition targets were merely two patterns
of static or dynamic states. Furthermore, the consideration
of QoL was insufficient because the system used wearable
sensors. Riboni et al. [14] proposed an ambient sensor system
that was composed of wearable sensors and home sensors
installed inside of electrical appliances. They conducted a
practical test for the target of elderly people with MCI. However, the experimentally obtained results remained extraction
of abnormal values without extracting patterns related to life
rhythms. They merely reported discussion of a plan for the
practical test without addressing details of experimentally
obtained results.
Moreover, numerous international projects consisting of
sensor networks and mobile robot prototypes have been conducted in terms of DOREMI (Decrease of cOgnitive decline,
malnutRition and sedEntariness by elderly empowerment in
lifestyle Management and social Inclusion) [15], RUBICON
(for Robotic UBIquitous COgnitive Network) [16], and OPPORTUNITY (Activity and Context Recognition with Opportunistic Sensor Configurations) [17].
III. P ROPOSED METHOD
A. Proposed system structure
Figure 1 depicts the home agent, named MaMoRu-kun
[18]. The home agent is equipped with a key sensor, a motion
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Figure 3. Bed sensor installed to the hip part with a sheet pocket.
Piezoelectric films are used for this sensor.

Figure 4. Pillow sensor. A built-in triaxial accelerometer is installed in a
pillow with a wireless communication board.

sensor, and a remote control sensor. Figure 2 shows that the
key sensor using a RFID-based wireless frequency Integrated
Circuit (IC) card induction sensor (MFRC-522 RC522) detects
the key status that was placed on the home agent. The motion
sensor using a collecting electron type InfRared (IR) sensor
module (SB612A) was installed to the front panel of the home
agent. The remote control sensor using an IR module (SPS440) was installed beside the motion sensor.
1) Home agent: We used a micro-controller board with
Raspberry Pi 3 model B (BCM2837) as the main processing
unit of the home agent. We implemented software to send the
collected sensor signals to a router in a fixed interval using
a wireless Local Area Network (LAN) of 802.11 b/g/n on
a processing board. The board is equipped with an optional
board (BME280) used for ambient sensors in terms of a
temperature sensor, a humidity sensor, an atmospheric air
sensor, and an illumination sensor. For this study, we did not
use these sensors.
The sensor case is 120 mm wide, 199 mm long, and 35

Figure 5. Refrigerator sensor. This is our originally developed sensor using a
piezoelectric films bound with a urethane sheet.

Figure 6. Motion sensor used near the entrance to detect a subject’s arrival
and departure.
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mm high. Herein, the smartphone on the case top is used for a
demonstration. Using a tethering function of the smartphone,
the obtained sensor signals, which are collected with the home
agent, can be sent to network storage. For this study, we sent
sensor signals using a mobile wireless router.
2) Ambient sensors: Our proposed ambient sensor system
comprises pad-shape sensors installed on a bed, a triaxial
accelerometer installed in a pillow, a motion sensor installed
near a door, and a piezoelectric sensor installed in the door
of a refrigerator. Figure 3 depicts the bed sensor proposed
in a report of our earlier study [19]. It was manufactured
using a piezoelectric film based on our prototype sensor
aimed at detecting bed leaving behavior. We used up to six
sensors because the use is intended solely for detecting bedleaving behaviors. For this study, we optimized the minimum
structure for detecting the subject’s status on a bed to recognize
sleeping behavior patterns. As an optimized result, we used
two channels after removing the detection of the body rolling
over.
As hidden sensors, we installed bed sensors to the backside
of the bed sheet. The sensor can be used not only with a
bed, but also with a futon, a Japanese style bed, because of
the installation on a sheet, which differs from existing sensors
installed on the bed frame [20]. For this implementation, we
sewed the sensor pads to a bed sheet near the hip part with a
pocket for avoiding drift of the sensor position.
For a pillow sensor, we directly implemented a triaxial accelerometer (LIS3DSHTR) on a sensor board. Figure 4 depicts
the pillow sensor and its implementation inside of a pillow
after digging a hole from the backside. This sensor works
as a transmitter to notify the system of urgent information
of unusual body condition triggered by pillow movement. We
proposed the basic design of the pillow sensor in our earlier
study [19]. This is a revised model obtained after changing
the size and wireless communication method from ZigBee
to WI-FI. For the current implementation, an electric power
cable is extended from the pillow to electric power supply. For
dissemination, we will change it to a wireless power supply
method.
Figure 5 depicts a refrigerator sensor: our originally developed sensor prototype was created by attaching a piezoelectric
film to a door of the refrigerator. In our daily life, a refrigerator
is frequently used as a home electrical appliance. Numerous
models of refrigerators exist with diverse structures in terms
of a freezer, a cold room, and a vegetable room. For this study,
our measurement target is the door of a cold room, which has
the highest frequency of opening or closing.
Figure 6 depicts a motion sensor: a similar sensor installed
in the home agent, near an entrance door. For all sensor boards,
we used a WI-FI module (ESP-WROOM-02) for a wireless
connection as the assumption of IoT applications. Moreover,
we installed them into a plastic case to avoid attachment on
the bared board for purposes of durability because we used
the sensor system for monitoring subjects at a home or other
residence.
B. Method of recognizing life patterns
For this study, we attempted to recognize life patterns based
on machine learning methods for monitoring signals obtained
from sensors. Actually, deep learning, for which a framework
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was proposed by Hinton et al. [21], constructed a recognizer
automatically based on unsupervised learning of repeated
iterations using a huge dataset without annotation. Because
of high generalization capability for unlearned datasets, deep
learning has been applied widely to various fields, especially
in computer vision problems. By contrast, plenty of calculation
resources are necessary, especially for learning of large-scale
neural networks with multiple layers, even more than ten
layers.
As an enhanced combination, transfer learning [25] is used
to reduce the burden of learning if recognition targets are
generic objects [22], outdoor or indoor scenes [23], or text
mining [24]. In contrast, it is a challenging task to obtain
weights learned in advance as transfer learning because of the
use of original sensors for this study. Therefore, we compared
traditional machine learning algorithms used for a recognizer;
such algorithms are used widely before the dissemination of
deep learning.
Comparison algorithms are of eight types: Gaussian Naive
Bayes (GNB) [26], AdaBoost (AB) [27], k-Nearest Neighbor
(kNN) [28], Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [29], Support
Vector Machines (SVMs) [30], Logistic Regression (LR) [31],
Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT) [32], and Random
Forest (RF) [33]. We selected the best performance algorithm
from the criteria of recognition accuracy and calculation speed
with cross validation [34] using a similar dataset.
IV.

E VALUATION EXPERIMENT

A. Datasets
The aim of this study is to realize a smart sensor system
for monitoring elderly people for providing relief and safety
combined with privacy and QoL using invisible sensors. As
a benchmark dataset for evaluating the performance of our
proposed system, sensor signals and Ground Truth (GT) labels
are necessary for constructing a recognition model. Based on
the main user for this system for this preliminary experiment,
elderly people, we obtained monitoring datasets and their GT
based on life records obtained from healthy university students
who live in an apartment. The number of subjects was four
persons in their 20s.
Before obtaining monitoring datasets, we underwent an
ethics approval review by our university to obtain human
data. After receiving approval, we orally explained the purpose
and agreement of this research to subjects using a handout
that contains the same contents. We prepared an installation
manual for setting up the home agent and ambient sensors.
After installation, we verified the respective systems in their
residence using photographs taken using the camera of a
smartphone. No particular difficulty was encountered related
to installation or assignment.
All subjects wrote their life records used for GT with
obtaining monitoring signals from respective sensors. The
recording contents comprise event times of seven patterns:
getting up, sleeping, going out, coming home, emergency calls,
opening or closing of a refrigerator, and the use of a TV remote
control. They used a format to write them with the resolution
of minutes from a radio-controlled clock.
Herein, the consistency of life records depended on the
respective subjects because for reasons of privacy, we did
not use a camera at their residence. The subjects, rather than
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volunteering, joined this experiment as a part-time job to
verify its correct function. If some readily apparent error was
identified in terms of not getting up after sleeping, we modified
the life record after confirming that fact with subjects.
We conducted a monitoring experiment divided into 2
periods of one month each. The first and second experimental
periods were, respectively, from October 27 through November
25 and from November 29 through December 28, 2017. The
respectively obtained datasets were defined as Datasets 1 and
2. Herein, Dataset 2 contains data loss because of malfunctions
of the home agent and the server. Therefore, the data lengths
of one subject and other three subjects were, respectively, 18
days through December 16 and 27 days through December
25. For learning, we used datasets stored in the server with
offline signal processing without using the monitoring signals
obtained directly from the home agents and the ambient
sensors.
The recognition target patterns comprise three states: going
out (Out), staying at home (Home), and sleeping on the bed
(Sleep). In addition to these three patterns, our system can
recognize the opening or closing of a refrigerator door and
turning on or off a TV using a remote control from the life
records used for GT. By contrast, to maintain the privacy of
monitoring subjects, we set target patterns as the minimum
necessary for recognition.
The reports [35]-[37] addressed that it is useful to confirm
survival at home using an electric kettle, a TV, a microwave
oven, and a refrigerator. We consider that unexpected accidents
are preventable if a state change between Home and Sleep
could be detected. Therefore, we set three states as the basic
life patterns, which were the minimum necessary combination
for the recognition of this monitoring experiment.
The time resolution was set to one minute intervals based
on the figure reported by Mori et al. [38] for the number
of sensor responses and the frequency of switching behavior
statuses. For this experiment, 43,200 sensor signals were
obtained as evaluation targets from each dataset of one month.
The model numbers of the four home agents, which transmit monitoring signals to the server through a mobile router,
were M2001, M2002, M2003, and M2004. The discretized
sensor signals were displayed each day on a web page as color
bars. With consideration of privacy, the visualization range
is set to 15 hours from 6:00AM to 21:00PM. By contrast,
we used the whole 24 hours of signals for the evaluation
of identified life patterns with 10-fold cross validation. For
instance, signals of 27 days and 3 days in 30 days were,
respectively, divided into training and validation sets with
exchange 10 times.
B. Comparison of learning algorithms
Using Dataset 1, we conducted a comparison experiment
with learning algorithms. Table I presents comparison results
of mean accuracies of ten trials with cross validation. Recognition accuracies except for those GNB and AB were approximately 80%. In the remaining eight learning algorithms, the
recognition accuracy of GBDT was 83.72% as the highest
accuracy.
Table II depicts results of the processing time for the
respective algorithms. As computer hardware, this study used
a 2.6 GHz Intel Core i 5 CPU with 8 GB of 1600 MHz DDR
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TABLE I. C OMPARISON RESULTS OF MACHINE - LEARNING
[%]
Algorithms
GNB
AB
kNN
SGD
SVM
LR
GBDT
RF

M2001
72.82
59.55
80.28
81.90
80.28
83.04
85.28
85.94

M2002
59.90
71.79
84.11
87.18
86.01
87.91
92.23
91.95

M2003
49.09
72.26
68.43
72.35
76.03
73.48
72.16
72.50

M2004
48.79
57.43
83.87
78.35
80.00
80.30
85.20
84.06

ALGORITHMS

Average
57.65
65.26
79.17
79.95
80.58
81.18
83.72
83.61

TABLE II. C OMPARISON

RESULTS OF PROCESSING TIME IN EACH
ALGORITHMS [ SEC ]

Algorithms
GNB
AB
kNN
SGD
SVM
LR
GBDT
RF

M2001
0.66
26.48
2.80
0.67
23.95
2.20
52.45
0.67

M2002
0.62
29.09
3.07
0.63
24.35
2.27
51.08
0.66

M2003
0.64
27.03
2.76
0.70
26.87
2.47
48.73
0.70

M2004
0.75
26.41
4.69
0.68
29.93
2.37
41.94
0.60

Total
2.68
109.01
13.31
2.67
105.11
9.32
194.20
2.62

3 main memory. The operating system was macOS Sierra version 10.12.6. We used Python’s open-source machine-learning
library scykit-learn [39] from a command line without using
graphics. The processing time was measured as software time
using a standard function on Python.
As depicted in Table II, the minimum execution time was
2.62 s for RF. The comparison result denotes that NG and
SGD have similar processing speeds. Herein, the processing
time of GBDT was 194.20 s, which was 86.93 times longer
than that of RF. By contrast, the difference of mean recognition
accuracies was merely 0.11%. We selected RF as an algorithm
for life pattern recognition for this study.
C. Recognition results of life patterns
For this evaluation experiment, we used all sensors because
the amount of data traffic is small compared with image or
sound data. Herein, the difference in recognition accuracies

TABLE III. R ECOGNITION ACCURACY FOR DATASET 1 [%]
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Average

M2001
76.84
97.34
98.74
99.35
85.39
89.08
95.24
91.64
59.85
65.90
85.94

M2002
91.53
88.82
99.43
99.05
99.05
97.57
98.72
92.91
98.29
54.12
91.95

M2003
84.81
92.78
83.01
99.35
60.97
82.31
67.27
66.98
82.58
4.91
72.50

M2004
91.87
96.10
96.60
93.30
87.01
86.36
82.41
79.60
85.99
41.34
84.06

Average
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
83.61

TABLE IV. R ECOGNITION ACCURACY FOR DATASET 2 [%]
Term
18 days
27 days

M2001
95.72
98.10
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M2002
92.49
94.77

M2003
86.11
88.69

M2004
95.80
–

Average
92.53
93.85
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was evaluated as the combination of sensors used in preliminary experiments.
Table III presents recognition accuracies for Dataset 1. The
recognition accuracies for 10 sets of the cross verification are
shown as detailed results. The mean recognition accuracy of
the four subjects was 83.61%. Details reveal that the highest
and lowest recognition accuracies were, respectively, 91.95%
for M2001 and 72.50% for M2002. Herein, the recognition
accuracies of some subjects were extremely low, as revealed
in the details of cross validation results. For this experiment,
we evaluated the result as mean accuracy, not merely obtained
highest accuracy in the combination of the cross validation.
Herein, the low recognition accuracy of M2003 was cased from
GT as handwritten life records because the subject sometime
forgot to record it.
Table IV presents recognition accuracies for Dataset 2. For
this dataset, data deficits were found from malfunctions related
to the home agent and the server. Because of the malfunction
of the home agent, the mean recognition accuracy for the 18day monitoring period was 92.53%. Compared with the result
on Dataset 1, the mean recognition accuracy improved 8.92%
with the effect of the shortened period. To alleviate trouble,
we changed M2004 to M2005, which was an alternative
home agent. However, the problem of sensor signal monitoring
continued. After terminating the receipt of data related to this
subject, we continued monitoring for three subjects from the
19th day. The mean recognition accuracy for the partial dataset
collected up to 27 days until the server trouble was 93.85%.
Although monitoring terms and subjects were insufficient, the
former and latter results were, respectively, 8.92% and 10.24%
higher than that of Dataset 1.

V.

C ONCLUSION

This paper presented a novel life monitoring system consisting of a home agent and ambient sensors. As a preliminary
experiment aimed at monitoring various life patterns of elderly
people, we conducted a monitoring experiment during two
months for four university students subjects in their 20s. We
developed a recognition method for three life patterns using
machine-learning algorithms. Experimentally obtained results
revealed that the mean recognition accuracy was 83.61% for
Dataset 1, which was obtained from the first half of the
monitoring experiment during one month with one-minute
downsampled signal intervals. For the last half of the monitoring experiment, data acquisition was interrupted because of a
malfunction of the home agent. We continued the evaluation
experiment of life patterns with delimiting two periods. The
recognition accuracies were 92.53% for 18 days and 93.85%
for 27 days in Dataset 2.
For our future work, we expect to consider stable operation
of the whole system and prompt responses to malfunctions,
if they should occur. Moreover, we would like to increase
the number of recognition targets for daily behavior patterns
while protecting privacy. Particularly, we would like to realize
a new emergency notification function using a pillow sensor.
Furthermore, after the cooperation with single elderly people
for extending systemization and practical application, we hope
to conduct demonstration experiments.
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Abstract— This paper describes a method for estimating the
position of various sound sources in an indoor environment and
presents the results of basic positioning experiments. To date,
we have performed position estimation based on the Time
Difference Of Arrival (TDOA) method. In this investigation, the
reception time difference at each reception point is compared to
the theoretical value using a diffused sound, the human voice,
the sound made by an operating microwave oven, and the
ringing of a telephone. The reception time difference is
necessary for position estimation. The reception time difference
was obtained by cross correlation processing. Then, although
the sound source position was obtained using this result,
satisfactory positioning accuracy was not obtained except for
the diffused sound source. Therefore, the whitening cross
correlation method called Cross-power Spectrum Phase (CSP)
analysis was applied. As a result, we could obtain a more
accurate time difference than simple cross correlation for all
sound sources, and we obtained a prospect that high accuracy
positioning is possible.
Keywords-Indoor Positioning; Sound Source; TDOA; Cross
Correlation; CSP Analysis.

I.

INTRODUCTION

We have been studying a high-accuracy indoor
positioning system using sounds. A special sound source that
transmits ultrasonic waves [1] or diffused sound [2] as a sound
source was used in this system. In this study, we
experimentally investigated the feasibility of estimating the
position of a sound source originating in an indoor
environment, such as the human voice and the sounds made
by electrical appliances.
If the location of these sound sources can be established,
it should be possible to monitor the conversation environment
in an office by combining it with speaker recognition
technology, and can be used to monitor an operating situation
of household appliances. By using the position information of
the sound source, it should be possible to identify the position
of operating household appliances with a high degree of
accuracy by incorporating sound classification technology.
For example, this could be applied to watching over an elderly
person living alone by monitoring the usage of home
appliances. The proposed technology would appear to have
many potential applications. In addition to a diffused sound
that is used in conventional positioning systems, the source
position of the human voice, the sound a microwave oven

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2018.
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makes while operating and the ringing sound of a telephone
were investigated in this paper.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The Section
2 describes the differences between related work and this
paper. The basic principle of our proposed method is shown
in Section 3. In Section 4 and 5, we show the experimental
results of detecting the reception time difference from various
sound sources by the simple cross correlation, and the result
of the positioning experiment using these time differences. It
is shown that it is difficult to satisfy the target positioning
accuracy. We apply the CSP analysis and show the result of
obtained reception time difference in Section 6. By applying
this method, we can detect the reception time difference with
higher accuracy, and show that we got the prospect of high
accuracy positioning. This may lead to privacy concerns, and
it is considered necessary to discuss and examine from this
viewpoint. However, this paper focuses on the technology for
position detection and does not discuss the viewpoint of
privacy.
II.

RELATED WORK

In position estimation using sound, research is being
conducted to obtain accurate position of the sound source. It
uses ultrasonic waves [3] or a dedicated sound source [4] for
positioning, thus a special sound source is necessary for use,
which is an impediment to popularization. On the other hand,
for many environmental sound sources, the estimation of
arrival direction is investigated rather than the estimation of
the position of the sound source. In these methods, for
example MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) method is
proposed and the direction of arrival of sound is detected from
the spatial spectrum called the MUSIC spectrum [5][6].
CSP analysis [7] is a method used for detecting the
difference in time of arrival of acoustic waves from a sound
source to two microphone sensors. Although a method of
estimating the position of the sound source using this
information has been proposed, the authors estimated the
position by statistical processing or filter processing, and
accuracy is about several tens of centimeters [8][9]. As far as
we know, there are no cases where the realized high accuracy
is about several cm using environmental sound source other
than the dedicated sound source. This research aims to realize
the accurate positioning of the sound source in indoor space
without the ultrasonic wave or the diffused sound source.
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III.

BASIC PRINCIPLE OF PROPOSED METHOD

The location estimation method which we have applied to
date is based on the TDOA scheme. In our method, a special
sound source is prepared and transmits a sound that has been
diffused using an M sequence code. The receiving side has the
same sound source data as that of the transmitting side
(replica), and detects the sound reception timing by cross
correlation calculation between the received signal and the
replica. Positioning calculation is conducted by using the
reception time differences for each receiver. The positioning
is conducted by solving the following equation (1) using
numerical computation. This equation for positioning is the
same as that of Global Positioning System (GPS) / Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) in which the radio
signals is used.
�(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥0 )2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦0 )2 + (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧0 )2 = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
�(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥1 )2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦1 )2 + (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧1 )2 = 𝑐𝑐(𝑡𝑡 + 𝑡𝑡1 )
(1)
�(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥2 )2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦2 )2 + (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧2 )2 = 𝑐𝑐(𝑡𝑡 + 𝑡𝑡2 )
�(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥3 )2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦3 )2 + (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧3 )2 = 𝑐𝑐(𝑡𝑡 + 𝑡𝑡3 )

where,
t
: propagation time [s]
x, y, z : position of transmitter [mm]
ti
: propagation time difference to each microphone
sensor [s]
c
: speed of sound [mm/s]
xi , yi , zi : installation position of each microphone sensor
[mm]
In this investigation, we considered the human voice and
several other sound sources, such as home electrical
appliances, in an indoor environment. Therefore, it is difficult
to implement a replica on the receiving side as it can be done
when the conventional method is used. In the proposed
method, the reception time difference is obtained by cross
correlation between the signal received at the reference point
and the signal at each reception point, as shown in Figure 1.
Based on the reception time differences obtained with this
configuration, positioning calculation is performed in the
same manner as that in the conventional method.
IV.

RECEPTION TIMING EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2. A sound
source was installed on the floor (in this case, the previously
Receiver
side
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Figure 2. Experimental setup.

recorded sound source (WAV format) was reproduced by a
speaker), and the time at which the sound was received
(reception time) by each microphone sensor was obtained by
correlation processing. The distance between the sound source
and the microphone sensor was kept at about 1 m.
The received waveform (received at sensor (receiving
point # 5) from the sound source) is shown in Figure 3. The
sampling rate was 0.01 ms. The microphone sensors and
speaker used in this experiment were the Primo EM-158 and
Tang Band W2-858SB, respectively. The diffused sound
source by the ninth order of the M-sequence code used in the
positioning system we developed is also shown for
comparison. The sounds of an operating microwave oven, a
ringing phone and the human voice were examined in this
investigation.
The blue line is the result for a diffused sound; the
variations within a short time span can be attributed to the
spread spectrum by chips (chip rate: 0.04 ms) of the M
sequence code. The other signals, i.e., microwave oven and
phone, are shown for the same time duration. It was confirmed
that sound could be received by all microphone sensors.
Based on the received signal at sensor #5, the cross
correlation with the received signal at each sensor was
calculated for each sound signal. The cross correlation results
for each sound source between sensors #5 and # 1 are shown
in Figure 4 as one example. These results are obtained by the
function “xcorr” of MATLAB.
The sound source diffused by M sequence code is the
clearest and shows the cyclic peak of the correlation value.
Peak position can be regarded as the time difference between
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two sound reception points. The correlation value can also be
obtained from other sensors (receiving points).
We took 100 timings obtained from the peak position, and
their average (μ) and standard deviation (σ) were evaluated
before conducting the positioning experiment. In this
experiment, the peak position, i.e., the time having the highest
value, is considered to be the time difference. Table I shows
the reception time differences obtained by correlation
processing at each sensor as an evaluation of the reception
time difference. As shown in Figure 2, the reception signals at
sensors from #1 to #4 were used to calculate time difference
and the signal at sensor #5 was used as reference. The
theoretical value obtained from the sound velocity and
distance between sensor #5 and each of the other sensors is
shown in the right-hand column.
The differences between the experimental value and the
theoretical values and the difference at each sensor result from
the error of the peak position appearance caused by, for
example, the effect of multipath signals or a low signal-to
noise ratio of each of the sensors. The quality of the phone
ringing was the worst in this experiment. Therefore, it seems
to be difficult to get good positioning accuracy from the sound
made by a phone.
V.

400

POSITIONING RESULTS

The time difference values obtained by this method were
used for the positioning calculation. Figure 5 shows the
results of the positioning experiment obtained by correlation
processing. The sound source was set at the center point (440,
310). As shown in Figure 2, it was confirmed that a
positioning result closer to the center point can be obtained
when the reception time difference is closer to the theoretical
value.
As is clear from the result of the reception time difference,
the sound source diffused by the M sequence, which is a
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dedicated sound source used for positioning, gave the most
accurate results. The numerical values in each graph, that is,
the denominators and numerators in the graph, are the
number of positioning times, and the number of times that the
positioning result is within the range surrounded by the four
reception points, respectively.
After the diffused sound, the sound generated by the
operating microwave oven has the highest accuracy.
Although the human voice can also be used to determine
positioning, the error is significant. In this experiment, a
microphone sensor was installed using a relatively small
frame in order to construct an easy to use experimental
system. The microphone sensors have been spaced at
relatively narrow intervals of 620 mm and 880 mm. In
practice, it is considered preferable for the microphone
sensors to be placed at wider intervals from the viewpoint of
installation load and cost. The time at peak position obtained
from the correlation calculation, which governs the
positioning accuracy, under a decrease in the reception
intensity and in a multipath environment, is unclear. It would
appear that the detection accuracy needs to be confirmed
when widening the sensor interval.
The positioning error results for each sound source are
summarized in Table II. In this table, the average value and
the Root Mean Square (RMS) value in the x-y plane of
positioning error of each sound source are shown for all 100
positioning times. Here, the average value and the RMS value,
both results including and excluding the points outside the
range of the four reception points, are shown. The RMS result
POSITIONING ERROR

All measurement[mm]

0.58
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of phone ringing was 2300; this was because some solutions
have extremely large error.
For products with large dimensions, such as microwave
ovens, an accuracy of about several centimeters is not
necessarily required. However, in the case of positioning for
small objects, such as call buzzers or alarms and when
controlling the moving objects with high accuracy, it is
necessary to suppress the positioning error to less than several
tens of centimeters. It is of the utmost importance to devise a
method that is able to reduce the positioning error.
The positioning error seems to be caused by the error of
reception time deference obtained cross correlation
calculation shown in Table I. A more accurate detection of
reception time difference is required to keep positioning
accuracy.
RESULTS BY CSP ANALYSIS

VI.

There is a method of detecting the reception time
difference by CSP analysis [7]. This method is also called a
whitening correlation method, and it is said that the time
difference can be accurately detected even for a sound source
which is not whitened different from a diffused sound source.
Figure 6 shows an example of the result by the cross
correlation method and CSP analysis. This result shows the
possibility that the CSP analysis can detect the reception time
difference more accurately.
Table III shows the result of obtaining the reception time
difference by the CSP analysis for the same sound sources
shown in Table II. Significant improvements in detection
accuracy can be confirmed. Although a large error (2.36 ms)
occurs in the detection of a part of phone ringing, this error
can be removed as an abnormal value from other conditions,
such as the reception range of sound waves. By using this
analysis, improvement of the positioning accuracy can be
expected. We will use this method for the detection of the
reception time difference and plan to perform the positioning
experiment.

VII. CONCLUSION
We have experimentally examined a highly accurate
positioning method for human voice, the sound generated by
an operating microwave oven and a ringing phone. To date,
sound source diffused by M sequence code is used for
accurate indoor positioning in conventional systems. There
would be numerous applications if other sound sources
commonly present in indoor environments could be used for
the positioning of a sound source.
Although the sound received timing used for positioning
can be obtained by simple cross correlation calculation for
each sound source, it was not possible to secure adequate
positioning accuracy except for the diffusion sound source.
For this reason, we conducted an experiment to find the
accurate difference in reception time by applying the CSP
analysis. As a result, the error of the reception time difference
can be greatly reduced, and the prospect that the positioning
with higher accuracy can be obtained. Future plans are to
evaluate the positioning accuracy by using the time
difference obtained by this method. Furthermore, it is
necessary to evaluate the positioning accuracy with a more
realistic configuration, that is, widening the installation
intervals of the microphone sensors.
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Abstract – The development of intelligent hardware and
advancements in data communications networks have led to the
development of smart technologies with Internet connectivity.
Such devices are called Internet of Things (IoT) and are used to
integrate intelligent solutions. The Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) has added virtuality, scalability,
manageability, seamless cross platform communication and
integration for ubiquitous availability. Mobile communication
technologies have matured to 4G and 5G levels for global
connectivity and use of satellite communications also called
Wireless World Wide Web (WWWW). Progress towards 6G
and 7G networks will address the difficulties of earlier
standards, making space roaming a reality. Convergence of data
communication paradigms is imminent due to advances in
network technologies and evolving reliance on software defined
networks. While the use of cloud computing and virtual storage
is rapidly being accepted by computer users, the security of
information particularly personal data and healthcare has to be
improved. In this paper we review the enabling technologies of
Next Generation Networks (NGN) for smart world and
migration to IPv6 suit. In addition we discuss broadband access
technologies merged with communications and network systems
being used by enterprises, shopping complexes, healthcare
systems, emergency response systems and traffic control.
Keywords - SDN; wwww; SOA; IoT; BMS; WSN.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Data communications and networking have become a life
line of modern society. The world is experiencing a vital
change due to the availability of smart solutions for all kinds
of activities. The computation and data storage are not limited
to desktop or central servers; instead the resources may be in
virtual domain accessible through intelligent service
providers. The services may also include the Quality of
Service (QOS) and bandwidth on demand options available
for prospective users.
The de-centralization of data storage and computation is the
outcome of intelligent terminal equipment development and
the use of computer networks. Internet revolutionized the
Information Communication Technologies (ICT) activities by
providing a gateway to users of all domains to share,
communicate or use the data services offered by Internet
service providers (ISPs). Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
has revolutionized the ICT activities leading to virtual storage,
computation and a variety of service frameworks [1]. Cloud is
the term used to describe virtual service paradigms, which use
virtualized infrastructures to offer Software as a Service
(SaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS) over Infrastructure as
a Service (IaaS) allowing users to share physical resources in
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multitenant applications [2]. Network as a Service (NaaS)
enables the use of heterogeneous hardware and software
communication between devices and computers for exchange
of information [3]. Software Defined Network (SDN) divides
a computer network into Control Plane and Data Plane for
better management and controllability through software.
Today we experience a convergence of technologies where
smart phones, wireless sensors, laptops, tablets etc. are able to
easily use the storage / computation services in virtual domain
easily. The users of these Information Technology (IT)
resources may not be professional computer scientists or
engineers. The Internet of Things (IoT) architecture supports
embedded sensors like Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
tags / reader, near field sensors (NFS), near field
communication (NFC) and actuators [4]. The enormous
amount of data from these devices has to be rationalized,
processed, stored and presented in an easy to interpret form.
Various solutions are available for this purpose however,
custom tailored versions are preferred.
The mobile communication standards have evolved from
1G to 4G and now progressing towards 5G to 7G. The first
generation (1G) was developed using analog systems available
on Public Switched Telephone Networks (PSTN) and had a
data rate of 2.4Kb/Sec. The second generation (2G) used
digital data communication networks and technologies. The
third generation (3G) is the outcome of success of 2G and is
designed for user-user communication. It also laid down
specifications of a framework for future growth of mobile
communication technologies. The framework supports three
tiers, i.e. Access technologies, Transport technologies and
User applications [5]. The fourth generation (4G) was
developed to integrate the cellular network technologies with
Wi-Fi and fixed network technologies. The fifth generation
(5G) increased flexibility in global communication systems to
include satellite communications, hence, the evolution of
wireless worldwide web (wwww) technologies [6]. The sixth
generation (6G) is developed to overcome the problems of 5G,
i.e. technology and standard variations in global
communications systems [7]. The seventh generation (7G)
will support space roaming through global integration of
mobile communications with no data capacity and mobility
restriction across countries and continents seamlessly [8].
Broadband access technologies, integrated with mobile
communication platforms, will enhance the scope of
distributed processing applications available for effortless
usage through mobile applications [9]. Mobile application
development is the fastest growing field in IT. Mostly Java
programming language is used for application development
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and Java Virtual Machine (JVM) supports cross platform
portability. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in
Section II we present relevant research work for IoT
infrastructure development. In Section III, we discuss software
and data network communication technologies in the context
of smart world architectures. In Section IV, we present the
challenges posed by IoT culture and the need to develop
elaborate security mechanisms with forensic data management
leading to enhanced and trustful usage of IoT devices. In
addition we discuss future directions in security enhancements
for IoT expansion in the context of distributed computing and
data management involving Internet of things through
hierarchical security policies.
II.

RELATED WORK

Ubiquitous connectivity using Wi-Fi, Wi-Max and other
similar technologies have supported the development of smart
solutions for home / office automation, healthcare, guidance /
surveillance systems, etc. Wireless sensors and actuators have
led to the development of intelligent devices enabled to
communicate over the web called IoT. The IT developers
provide plug and play environments to integrate hardware and
software for IoT. Hence, data acquisition, storage and sharing
are effortless [10]. From a larger perspective, applications may
collect measure and use the information for expert systems or
Decision Support Systems (DSS). Convergence of
technologies and the interests of IT developers, business
communities and virtualization of multitenant, multiplatform
architectures have extended the scope of service providers and
IoT solution providers [11].
Social networking has become a means of evolving close
knit communities. The registration, discovery and session
management features allow interaction and usage of common
resources through virtual networks abstracted through layered
architecture. Ubiquitous services are available through hand
held smart devices, which use wireless and fixed networks and
communication systems in virtual domain. Distributed
information systems are available to the users through
converged IT solutions.
Healthcare support by intelligent data acquisition and
management system has helped patients and doctors to avail
all time connectivity, consultation and emergency response
[29]. Home care systems have evolved where data periodically
collected through sensors is measured, aggregated and sent to
the servers / nursing stations where it is processed and saved
in the personal history of the patients. Intelligent agents
analyze the clinical data to monitor patients’ progress and
raise suitable alerts whenever required, under appropriate
protocols and policies [36]. Alerts may be related to medicine
intake, laboratory tests, exercise schedule, nutrition and
procedures for treatment prescribed by the physician. In some
cases, the alerts may be raised for imminent medical
emergency, like heart attack or stroke, while the patient is
unaware of the symptoms [37].
The growth of IoT and its integration in smart systems has
increased vulnerability of digital systems. In prevailing
security mechanisms, authentication, authorization and access
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control is extended to distributed data networks and eventually
the cloud architectures. These systems have been developed as
a result of research carried out in the last few decades to
provide reasonably effective solutions in ICT industry. Data
management in heterogeneous distributed systems accessible
through smart systems with embedded IoT demand inclusion
of new features for forensic studies.
Inclusion of intelligent devices capable to communicate
with digital systems autonomously may cause serious security
problems. Hence, new features like registration, verification
and forensic data management are required for IoT in highly
virtualized distributed systems in smart networks at home,
neighborhood, city systems and the world at large. A home
device authentication method based on Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI) has been discussed in [12]. Light weight
PKI has been proposed for mobile and hand held devices used
in smart systems [13]. A model forensics aware system design
for IoT in future systems has been presented by [14]. The
concept of Certification Authority (CA) to maintain forensic
information record about manufacturer code, unit number,
seller / buyer / current owner identity along with password
history, session key management trail with reasonable depth
can be useful to make IoT security practical. Security
information may be managed through hierarchical levels for
quicker services and fault tolerance. The IoT may be linked to
mobile, wireless and wired network networks with a
possibility to extract trail of events for forensic study.
III.

CONVERGENCE OF TECHNOLOGIES

Availability of broadband connectivity and multimedia
support at affordable prices has merged data communications
and computer networks. Developments of Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSN) smart phones, hand held devices and
intelligent host system developments have transformed the
world into a digital society. IT applications range from home
automation, healthcare, and education to industrial
automation, environmental applications, e-government and
smart city solutions. Increasing use of digital contents in data
transmission over IP based networks has converged
technologies in enterprises, homes and industry [10].
Virtuality is the popular way to integrate software, hardware
and support systems into service oriented architecture (SOA).
Out of these developments, a rapidly growing market of smart
solutions has emerged [16].
Virtualization of computer hardware, software and services
has led to integration of IT and Communication Technology
(CT) for smart solutions. Wireless Internet aware intelligent
technologies are rapidly becoming acceptable in human
communities for various purposes. The evolving scenarios
will allow integration of solutions by using interoperable IoT
devices and Software Defined Networking (SDN). Figure 1
shows Next Generation Network (NGN) architecture based
on layered model to integrate Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs), network technology developers,
Telecommunication service providers, Radio / television and
Internet Service Providers (ISP).
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layered architecture where physical spaces, buildings,
enterprises, transport utilities etc., are abstracted into
city systems layer through ICT infrastructure [20].
These systems provide access to latest information
concerning the city through Internet to be used for
analysis and decision support systems. SOA has
helped in making city systems ubiquitous and
pervasive [21][22]. Convergence of networks plays a
key role in seamless access to resources irrespective
of software, hardware, and service platform. Network
services play a key role by hiding platform and
network layers in allowing access to resources.
ii.

Figure 1.

Convergence of network technolgies and the layered
architecture over Software Defined Network (SDN)

Telecommunication companies and Radio/ Television are
increasing use of Internet service model for all time and
anywhere availability. Similarly the Packet switching, circuits
switched to broad cast networks are offered through a
common service layer, which uses protocol conversions,
policy, Service Level Agreement (SLA). Converged networks
require elaborate security, privacy and accountability policies
for borderless communication [15].
Convergence of wireless, optical fiber and land based
digital communication technologies with computer
technologies for computation; data management and
presentation etc. have ignited innovative growth of smart
devices and applications in everyday life. The smart cities,
smart enterprises / buildings, disaster management, medical /
eHealthcare, smart grids and road traffic are the realms of the
smart world [16][17]. We discuss the enabling technologies,
network communication protocols and the security issues
stemming out as a result of private and personal engagement
through social networking [18][19].

Building Management Systems (BMS)
Most of the enterprise buildings today have computer
networks, which support services like database /
document management, ecommerce, paging, video
coverage along with Internet access. Intelligent
building management systems are supported by IoT
devices for autonomous data collection and
submission to server; they may share data with other
IoT devices in the neighborhood [23][24]. Electric
power management of illumination lights, room airconditioning and other activities can be handled by
smart devices in coordination with server under a
policy [25]. Ubiquitous cloud services may be used to
provide
anywhere,
anytime
availability of
information. Smart city projects can be extended to
integrate features offered by building management
systems for various purposes like security and remote
monitoring / management. A cyber-home connected
to a service provider over the Cloud architecture is
shown in Figure 2.

A. Technical perspective
Smart data communication technologies have promoted
easy integration of hardware and customized software
solutions for distributed systems. The middleware support
vendor neutral, platform independent hardware / software
interface required to meet standards of interoperability,
portability, transparency, mobility etc. We discuss example of
smart city supporting eHealthcare, building management,
road traffic and smart grids as under:
i.

Smart City Management Systems (SCMS)
The smart solutions for everyday life as well as
professional and industrial systems have given birth to
the concept of “smart city”. It is implemented through
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Figure 2.

IOT: Smart Buildings and home architecture [Internet clipart
resources]

Information sharing requires security features to be
implemented in a building management system to
avoid malicious activities. The IoT device
authentication at home or office can be implemented
by a hierarchical PKI based stack where the
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Certification Authority (CA) at various levels plays a
key role [25-28].
iii. Medical and Healthcare Systems (MHS)
Home care and e-Healthcare models are being rapidly
developed to provide better quality of life, protection
and health monitoring services. The aged or disabled
people, patients getting prolonged medical treatment
or requiring post-surgical monitoring are the clients
for smart homes and smart cities. User friendly
Decision Support Systems (DSS) over the cloud
architecture allow the doctors to interactively make
medical therapy schedule while getting patient’s
inputs on line if required [29]. Doctor’s prescription
for clinical tests, reports and patient monitoring may
be managed online [30]. The IT and clinical tools are
used for data searching and presentation to patients,
doctors, pharmacists and researchers. Proactive
monitoring of lab reports and the record of exercise /
physiotherapy schedules is done by intelligent agents
embedded in these systems. Figure 3 shows a typical
e-Heathcare system using IoT devices.

Figure 3.

An e-Healthcare system using IoT devices

iv. Intelligent transport systems (ITS)
The industrial developments and availability of
opportunities for technical financial and social growth
has led to concentration of human population in big
cities. Transport management in such cities is quite
complex on account of varying traffic conditions, road
accidents, etc. Conventional traffic control is
supported by intelligent transport systems by using
statistical record and live information for traffic
forecast and raising alerts. The information is
presented for traffic management and driving support
through telecommunication system. The drivers can
get traffic information on line while in transit or at
home through intelligent devices and alerts. The
emergency support systems along with multimedia
services may be of great value for the commuters in
many situations. Besides access to network services
they may be able to communicate with other vehicles
on the road. The fiber cables laid alongside long haul
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highways provide high speed data access through
access points for wireless communication. Intelligent
transport system consists of navigation, electronic toll
collection, driving safety etc. [31][32]
B. Enabling technologies for convergence
Network hardware and software systems use technologies,
which support interoperability and easy configurability
through software. Object oriented programming tools are
extensively used for this purpose. JAVA supports better
portability across hardware and software platforms by using
Java Virtual Machine (JVM) at an intermediate layer. It has
won wide acceptability particularly for hand held smart
devices using embedded operating systems like IOS, Tiny
Linux, Android etc. Enabling technologies for convergence
of IT activities are discussed as under:
i.

Smart devices and IoT culture
Internet has been widely accepted norm of the modern
world making it a global village engulfed into a
virtual reality. The IoT culture and use of smart
devices over available network solutions will add new
dimensions to the social systems covering all areas of
social, cultural and technical activities [33]. Wireless
sensor networks often use low power, maintenance
free devices at the front end and Wi-Fi, Wi-Max or
land based communication systems for data network.
IoT devices use wireless sensors for autonomous data
collection, decision making and reporting events to
servers under a policy.

ii.

Social Networking
The participation of humans of all ages, professions
and interests has given rise to formation of cyber
communities spanning over computer networks.
Community is a group of users sharing common
interest for example content creators, users,
developers and service providers, etc. form a group
[34]. Hence, a community in the ICT domain may be
seen as interlinked web pages in the Internet cloud.
These communities are usually able to interact with
each other hence, making bigger picture of social
networking. Social networks like LinkedIn, Facebook,
Twitter, WhatsApp, etc. have assumed importance for
sharing information in professional and social groups
or communities. Whereas it is an interesting
phenomenon, it is often complicated and dangerous
[35].

iii. Cloud Services Architectures (CSA)
An integrated e-Healthcare solution over cloud
services architecture may be developed by utilizing
web engineering technologies, coupled with software
utilities of Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)
along with a suitable RDBMS (Relational Database
Management System) over high speed data
communication infrastructure. The characteristics of
ubiquitous healthcare system over a cloud should
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provide inexpensive, flexible, and reliable fault
tolerant services [36][37].
iv. Software Defined Network (SDN)
Smart solutions offered through ubiquitous network
connectivity and the evolving new paradigms the
Internet of Things, smart cities and e-government
demand fundamental changes in the network design
techniques [38]. Application developers require
intelligent management of networks for cloud services
architectures hence, SDN is being used for flexibility,
scalability and network management.

logs after TLS handshake at the Internet level can be
maintained for forensic studies
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Abstract—In this contribution, we present an approach in
enhancing 3D objects, which are automatically reconstructed
from semantic media in a cloud-based ambient platform. Due to
the automatic background process of 3D reconstruction, the
objects contain artifacts from the reconstruction process and
are not aligned and not positioned well for direct use in mobile
augmented reality apps, such as our InfoGrid system. The goal
is to automate the process of enhancing these 3D objects. In our
approach, we monitor users’ interactions with a Web-based 3D
editor. From these interactions, we derive constraints and show,
that for our scenario these parameters can be generalized and
applied to other 3D objects, in order to process them
automatically in the background. This continues previous work
and extends the Network Environment for Multimedia Objects
(NEMO), a Web-based framework used as the technical
platform for our research project Ambient Learning Spaces
(ALS). NEMO is the basis for ALS and among other features
provides contextualized access and retrieval of semantic media.
In various contexts of ALS, compared to still images or video,
3D renderings create higher states of immersion. We conclude
this article with a discussion of our findings and with a summary
and outlook.
Keywords-Mobile media; Web frameworks; Ambient Learning
Spaces; 3D object editor.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Today, people are living in a networked society within
digitally enriched environments consisting of various
individual interconnections between physical and digital
spaces. Together with ambient and mobile technology, these
play an important role and affect our being and acting in the
physical world. This is also accompanied by the creation of
technology-assisted environments, like through the creation,
manipulation and visualization of 3D objects [1].
In our research project, with Ambient Learning Spaces
(ALS) [2] we create ubiquitous learning environments that
feature personal and collaborative learning spaces
interconnecting learners with their personal digital media and
the media of others. It is assumed and under current research
that in context of schools and museums, the relatedness of
body and spaces supports the learning process, in which ALS
enables learners to interact with media. ALS enables learners
to structure information themselves using ambient technology
in Web-based applications, which are especially available in
mobile contexts on personal smartphones. In this setting, 3D
renderings empower imagination, creativity and learning
compared to still images or video [3]. This seems to be
fostering the construction of useful and sustainable
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knowledge. In our research projects funded since 2008 by the
German Research Foundation (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, DFG), we developed an ALS framework to
create mixed reality learning spaces where body and physical
space are extended by digital artifacts in the form of media.
These media in general and especially mobile and ambient
media become carriers of information utilized in various
learning contexts. Learners and instructors extend these media
by digital properties to construct semantic media [4].
As the backend of ALS, we developed the Network
Environment for Multimedia Objects (NEMO) as a technical
foundation of ALS [5]. NEMO is a Web-based framework and
storage for semantic media. It stores media, such as text, still
images, video, 3D objects, animations, and audio extended by
digital properties organized through ontologies. Using NEMO
together with some of the applications from the ALS family
provides a digital overlay for physical objects using these
semantic media.
Media, such as still images and videos from users stored
in NEMO, are used in automated background processes by
NEMO to create 3D objects from these media without the
need of user interaction [6]. In our approach, we use these 3D
objects to enhance learner’s experiences by placing them into
context, e.g., with the application InfoGrid, with which Webbased Augmented Reality (AR) tours for smartphones can be
experienced [7]. Due to the process of automatic 3D
reconstruction, 3D objects contain unwanted residues or
artifacts and do not align well for the use in AR. With 3DEdit,
we enable users to enhance 3D objects manually [1]. 3DEdit
is a Web-based editor, which runs on the ALS platform,
interfaces with NEMO, and does not require the installation of
3D editing programs on a dedicated graphics computer
system.
In this contribution, we continue our previous work [1] [6]
and present our latest work on automating the process of
enhancing these 3D objects. From the user’s interaction with
3DEdit we derive constraints and parameters, which can be
applied to other 3D objects, in order to process them
automatically. In Section 2, we discuss related work. In
Section 3, we illustrate the scenario for this work and in
Section 4, explain the realization. In Section 5, we present the
latest approach for automatic 3D object enhancement and
conclude with a summary and outlook in Section 6.
II.

RELATED WORK

The research field of the Semantic Web [8] is still of core
interest. It yields “naturally” structured data about the world
in a well-defined, reusable, and contextualized manner. The
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NEMO framework is related to metadata-driven digital media
repositories [9] but is different compared to conventional
repositories by delivering more sophisticated features through
the NEMO logic [1].
The research field of e-learning is strongly related to our
work as well. Although contemporary approaches make use
of semantic structures [10], the understanding of the purpose
of e-learning systems in general focuses mainly on tracking
the learner’s performance, provide learning materials or
manage and collect assignments [11]. In contrast, our work
focuses on linking educational contents with the lifeworld
(Lebenswelt) and thus engaging learners in communicative
and collaborative processes by expanding the learning
environment through contextualized, personalized, body- and
space-related semantic media. For this purpose, NEMO
provides means of connecting learning spaces inside and
outside of schools, museums, urban spaces and natural
habitats. ALS create a motivating environment, in which
learning is able to flow and develop in whichever way and
direction the learner’s like to follow. These digitally
augmented learning environments transpose learning from
formal to informal learning. They interlace real-physical
spaces of everyday life with digital augmentations that
facilitate individual and collaborative learning [12].
The field of human-computer interaction with regard to
3D objects is of interest for this research. We have examined
various implementations featuring 3D object editing, also in
Web-based applications. The implementations studied have in
common to provide features for advanced or professional
users and are directed at creating and editing 3D objects.
Performing manipulations needed for our scenario would
require many complex steps of interaction and would not
allow editing 3D objects in a touch-only application as needed
in our learning scenarios.
With regard to automatically edit, enhance and orient 3D
objects, Fu et al. [13] and also Jin et al. [14] presented related
work focusing on placing 3D objects upright on a planar level.
This approach gives interesting insight into the algorithmic
perception of 3D objects. However, it relies on an equilibrium
calculation based on discriminative attributes linking the
shape to function, which is assessed by machine learning
algorithms. As this method works well with complete and
closed “man-made” 3D objects, the properties of these 3D

objects do not match the ones of objects we receive from 3D
reconstruction for complex natural environments.
III.

SCENARIO

For the following scenario, apart from NEMO, we refer to
our currently implemented and usable ALS applications. As a
starting point for the scenario, school students already created
semantic media during their excursions, using the Mobile
Learning Exploration System (MoLES), a smartphone app
featuring the task-based creation and gathering of media.
From these media, NOC3D has already reconstructed 3D
objects, as illustrated in our previous work [1]. These 3D
objects are now accessible on the InteractiveWall, an
installation of large multi-touch screens typically placed in
school foyers or public museum spaces [4], giving access to
semantic media and other applications.
After a field trip, Sarah, a 14 year old student prepares a
short presentation of her findings from her field trip. For this
task, she decides to use media she created with MoLES, one
of the mobile ALS apps to collect data and media in the field.
She logs on to the InteractiveWall located in the foyer at
school. She browses through automatically transferred media
from her mobile using swipe gestures on the multi-touch
screen. She is surprised to discover that among her media, one
sculpture she took photos of is meanwhile available as an
automatically created 3D object. Using the InteractiveWall,
she views the 3D object in full-screen mode, which is shown
in an upright position and in a face-view. Sarah wants to
incorporate the 3D object into her presentation. For this
purpose, she uses 3DEdit, which is embedded into the
InteractiveWall, and does some fine tuning of the orientation
of the 3D object. After finishing, she is happy with the
rendering and incorporates the 3D object into her
presentation.
During the presentation, some of her classmates are
astonished that they did not notice the sculpture themselves
before. With the help of the mobile application InfoGrid, they
are now able to take a closer look at it from all sides. They get
curious through Sarah’s presentation on what she thinks how
the sculpture “Neighbors in Conversation” is related to the
current topics off their project.
Later, Sarah is engaged in another school project and logs
into the ALS Portal. She browses again through her media to
find something suitable to use for the new project. As she

Figure 1. Two sculptures reconstructed from 186 pictures (left) and 176 pictures (right). Both are not oriented well for use
in augmented reality applications and contain artifacts and unwanted surroundings.
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Figure 2. Orienting (left) and cutting by placing a volume (right) in the web-based editor 3DEdit we used to monitor the subject’s interactions.

comes across the sculpture of the “Neighbors in
Conversation” she notices that a woman sitting on a bench is
holding her child. She uses the 3D editor module inside the
ALS Portal she used before on the InteractiveWall to cut out
the child-holding woman to use this 3D element for her new
project. She is satisfied that she can use the media again in a
quite different context.
IV.

REALIZATION

In ALS, we have implemented different components,
which have been used as a basis for this work.
A. NEMO and 3D Object Reconstruction
NEMO is a Web-based framework for ALS. The NEMO
API provides access for ALS learning applications [1][4]. The
NEMO Converter 3D (NOC3D) extends NEMO Logic as a
module. It runs in an autonomous mode as a background
service without any user interaction required. All data
processed are images and videos taken with different camera
models. These are stored as semantic media in NEMO and
selected by NEMO for the process of 3D reconstruction [6].
NEMO stores the reconstructed 3D object together with
semantic annotations of the media used for reconstruction.
These 3D object is now available for use through NEMO.
Other ALS applications can now retrieve the 3D object, e.g.,
for further editing, or to view the object in various contexts,
such as AR [7], as the scenario outlines.
B. Web-based 3D Editor
As NOC3D cannot determine which specific parts of the
footage are relevant for the user, or the actual physical object,
the reconstructed 3D objects may include superfluous parts of
the physical object’s environment, such as artifacts of the
surrounding ground surface. Similarly, the desired focus of the
object cannot be extracted reliably from the information
available in semantic media. Thus, when viewed, the
reconstructed 3D objects may appear with an offset to the side
or turned away from the viewer (cf. Figure 1). The intuitive
solution to isolate the physical object prior to reconstruction
is not an option, as the process of 3D reconstruction requires
surroundings to be part of the original footage [6].
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For this reason, with 3DEdit we have developed a Webbased application, which offers functionalities to solve these
issues for our scenario: (1) a function to cut extraneous parts
of the 3D object and (2) a function to reorient the 3D objects,
which sets the object’s center and default orientation
according to the user’s requirements. 3DEdit (cf. Figure 2)
offers a browser-based interface, which can also be used on
the InteractiveWall or on mobile devices, like smartphones or
tablets. Through this interface connected to NEMO, the
necessary functionalities are simplified and automated to the
point where they only require a single input by the user. The
actual manipulation of the 3D object is conducted inside
NEMO, so there is no special hardware required for this
purpose.
The manual process of editing a 3D object is illustrated in
Figure 2. In order to orient the misaligned 3D object (cf.
Figure 2, left), the view is rotated until a suitable angle is
found. This angle depends on the use case, in which the 3D
object is used. Through experiments, we found that rotating
the object toward a head-on view is sufficient for our scenario.
Unwanted surroundings can be removed by placing a clipping
volume around the area of the object to keep (cf. Figure 2,
right). Any polygon outside the volume will be omitted or cut
along the selected edge. After the 3D object is aligned and all
unwanted surroundings and artifacts have been removed in the
editor of 3DEdit, the backend of 3DEdit takes the necessary
actions to calculate the final 3D object [1].
V.

AUTOMATING 3D OBJECT ENHANCEMENT

We have introduced a technical solution to make the
results of the automatic 3D object reconstruction in NEMO
usable in other applications, such as the AR app InfoGrid. To
achieve this, with cutting and orienting 3D objects we have
identified two tasks we simplified into dedicated functions
into 3DEdit, which do not require the complexity and extent
of user interactions like typical 3D editors.
Now our goal is to fully automate the steps in order to
enhance 3D objects. For this, we need to automatically (1)
detect unwanted surroundings and (2) fix the orientation of the
object and (3) perform the process of cutting and rotation.
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At first, in the following section we conduct an analysis of
the 3D objects at hand and compare our setting with related
work in terms of compatibility. In Section V.B, we focus on
our setting, in which we monitor interactions of 31 subjects
with 3DEdit. In Section V.C, we detail our observations from
the monitoring setting and in Section V.D, derive constraints
to develop an automated algorithm for our goal.
A. Analysis
At first, a general classification of the 3D objects we
receive from NEMO is necessary before proceeding further.
In our ongoing research project, all NEMO-generated 3D
objects have in common to be of a minimum of 15 cm and a
maximum of 2.5 meters in height and width. The figures
inside the 3D object can be classified as statues or of similar
shape, meaning that the figures are generally standing on a
planar surface and this surface is part of the 3D object. The
figures are standing freely, which means they are not part of a
larger coherent construction (cf. Figures 1-2). Consequently,
these 3D objects have a base or similar, stand in an upright
orientation. Additionally, sculptures typically have a front
side, which can be found by rotating around the vertical axis
in an upright perspective.
In the ideal case, the artifacts from reconstruction are only
small parts of the objects, but from the experimental
reconstruction of a total of 51 real objects we find found out
that most reconstructed 3D objects differ from the ideal case,
as illustrated in Figures 1-2. We have not defined a measure
for the amount of artifacts, but they contain a considerable
amount of artifacts, which do not belong to the figure to be
preserved inside its digital representation.
The approaches of the related work analyze the given 3D
objects by geometrical and other mathematical means [15]. In
these approaches, shapes and orientation are analyzed and
abstracted into orientation candidates, e.g., according to static
equilibrium [13]. For each candidate, a set of discriminative
attributes link the shape to function. In this approach, an
assessment function of these attributes is learned from a
training set using a combination of Random Forest and
Support Vector Machine classifiers [13]. As the reconstructed

3D objects however may contain artifacts that are actually
larger than the preferable figure itself, this algorithm cannot
be used.
In this ongoing work, our approach is to monitor user
interactions for typical patterns and derive constraints for 3D
objects that yield heuristics, which we can transform into
parameters for the automation of 3D object enhancement.
Thus, in the following, we describe the setting, in which we
monitored the users of 3DEdit in an evaluation with a total of
31 subjects.
B. Monitoring Setting
We conducted the monitoring of user interactions in an
evaluation setting, which corresponds to our scenario. We
simultaneously validated the technical system of the
integration of 3DEdit into NEMO. Concerning the use of
3DEdit in a school environment running on the
InteractiveWall installed in, e.g., a crowded and noisy school
foyer, it is crucial that the task of enhancing the 3D object is
accompanied by comfortable and predictable interaction. For
this reason, our evaluation strategy focuses on the intuitive
stage and hence, apart from the minimal on-screen help and a
short introduction, no instructions, explanations and
demonstrations of the usage and functions or techniques were
presented to the subjects. The subjects used computer systems
provided by us and were free to choose between mouse, touchpad or on-screen multi-touch interaction. 3DEdit runs in a
Web-browser and logs every step of user interaction through
NEMO. The software was deployed on our servers in a live
multi-user setting. For this setting, we have chosen the 3D
object illustrated in Figure 1 (right). The subjects had two
tasks, which were to (1) remove artifacts from the 3D object
and (2) rotate it into head view, as illustrated above. In the
beginning, the subjects saw a short introduction explaining the
system and their task description, which was displayed onscreen. From this view, they were directed to 3DEdit, which
initially shows the 3D object in its default orientation and the
on-screen help.

Figure 3. Polygon model of the statues introduced in Figure 1. By detecting an enclosed hollow, our approach determines the statues upright position.
Implicitly, the base level is found. A threshold is necessary to identify an unleveled base of the statue (right).
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C. Observations
From the data collected during monitoring in the setting
we describe above, we observed that 29 subjects rotated the
3D object into the bird’s perspective. In this view, they used
the volume function and placed the square volume around the
foundation of the figure in the 3D object. After placing the
volume, 24 subjects rotated the view around the object
multiple times. 17 subjects returned to the bird’s perspective
and changed the volume selection. The other 5 subjects
continued straight away. Monitoring data reveals that the
subjects used a mean of 5 (min: 4; max: 12) rotating
interactions, in order to rotate the object into the bird’s
perspective.
Placing the object in an upright position was achieved by
26 subjects. Tracking data reveals that they rotated the object
multiple times. 22 subjects oriented at first and rotated the
figure until it was placed correctly on the horizontal layer. The
other 4 subjects rotated the figure multiple times without any
obvious pattern. From the 22 subjects, 19 continued by using
the orientation tool to point at the figures’ front and saved the
front-facing figure as default view for the 3D objects. The
other 3 subjects were not able to complete the task
successfully. Monitoring data reveals that the 19 successful
subjects used a mean of 8 (min: 2; max: 14) rotating
interactions, in order to rotate the object into the front facing
view.
For an experienced user, with a desktop system, the
interaction of rotating and cutting takes around 30s. The
successful subjects completed the task in a median time of
116s (min: 29s; max: 755s). From those using a touch-screen,
the median was slightly higher with 201s. This time can
potentially be saved using an auto-enhance process running in
the background.
D. Findings
From the observations, we derive the following algorithm,
described here in functional pseudo-code.
rotateToBirdsView();
findBaseContours();
cutObject();
rotateUpright();
The bird’s view plays a vital role in the process to remove
unwanted surroundings. Rotating an object to the bird’s
perspective can be achieved by rotating the object until the
maximum depth of an enclosed hollow is found. This enclosed
hollow is formed by the figure, which’s surface forms the hull
of the enclosed hollow (see Figure 3). Flipping the camera
coordinates to the opposite position gives the bird’s view.
From our lab experiments we derive that only 3 out of 51 3D
objects cannot be rotated using this heuristic, as the unwanted
surroundings in 49 reconstructed 3D objects form layers and
surfaces without enclosed hollows.
From the bird’s perspective, the subjects recognized the
contours of the figure inside the 3D object and consequently
placed the volume around the contours. For an automated
algorithm, we can derive that from each point of the volumes
base drawn around the contours of that figure, a clipping
search for polygons directed inwards along the x- and y-axis
yields a value, which represents the distance of that point on
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the volume’s base to the contours of the figure. As the base of
a figure in 51 reconstructed objects is never totally flat, a
threshold to detect the contours of the figures base is necessary
to take into account. The result of this step of the algorithm is
the placement of a volume from the direction of the bird’s
perspective camera on to the base of the volume. As the
volume’s projection across the entire object at intersects with
the ground level, the figure is assumed to be standing on, a
check for orthogonality verifies whether the object’s contours
for the volume’s base was detected.
In the next step, the 3D object is cut according to the given
volume. This method is part of 3DEdit and already
implemented using Blender [16] to perform all necessary
operations on the 3D object itself. Figure 4 illustrates the ideal
result.
In the next step, upright rotation is achieved by
transforming the 3D object according to its horizontal base
and the orthogonal camera view.
In the last step, our observations yield many patterns of
user interaction on order to find the face view of the 3D object.
However, although 19 subjects were successful in reorienting
the 3D object, we were not able to derive a general pattern an
algorithm can perform without any user interaction in an
ambient context. In this final step, it is again not possible to
use approaches of our related work, as, e.g., the figures base
is not closed. In a previous step, we exploited these
characteristics of the figure in order to find its bird’s view.
Apart from the figure’s base, the related work stops at rotating
a figure upright and terminates in any upright position. In an
initial approach, we will consider means of facial recognition,
in order to find the front view of a certain class of 3D objects.
Another approach would be to calculate different possibilities
as preview options and offer the user a choice between the
most likely options. When selected, the calculations are
performed automatically.
This approach is supposed to work on figures or statues or
objects of equivalent characteristics. For any other type of
object characteristics, other means of automation still need to
be evaluated.

Figure 4. Ideal result. This manually edited sculpture serves as
reference for our approach to auto-enhance 3D object enhancement.
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VI.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
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algorithm.
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Abstract— Assistive technologies can help older people stay at
home longer and more independently. Like any other user
group, seniors have specific profiles and demands that are to
be considered when designing such technologies. This paper
presents an approach to multimodal user interface design and
development based on the Model-Centered Architecture
paradigm. The research is part of the Human Behavior
Monitoring and Support (HBMS) project that aims at
providing a comprehensive assistive system. The approach
should enable assistive systems to be flexibly adapted to any
user needs with regard to interaction and corresponding end
devices.

activities at home. We will illustrate this approach by means
of an interface specification for the Human Behavior
Monitoring and Support (HBMS) system [4].
The paper’s structure is as follows: Section II outlines the
main aspects of MCA. Section III shortly describes the
HBMS system. In Section IV, we sketch the scenario, which
we will use for illustrating our approach. In Section V, we
present the most important concepts of the metamodel for the
multimodal interface specification we have developed and a
model instantiated from this metamodel. Section VI
discusses an excerpt from a concrete interface description.
The paper closes with an outlook on future work.

Keywords-Model-Centered
Architecture;
Conceptual
Modelling; Smart Home; Active & Assisted Living; AAL;
Assistance System; Activities of Daily Living; ADLs.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In a technology-driven approach, the use of devices such
as smartphones, tablet computers or household appliances is
gradually becoming a standard in everyday life. However,
elderly people or people with impairments have trouble to
interact with such devices depending on their individual
disabilities. Therefore, several researchers are working on
multimodal development strategies to facilitate the
interaction between humans and systems.
Complex interactions are a challenge for users and
developers. In particular, a system should allow the user to
communicate in a convenient and natural way in any usage
situation. Therefore, a system should be aware of the context,
learn, and behave according to the particular user. Examples
for related work dealing with multimodal human-system
interactions are: models for multimodal interaction by
Dausend et al. [1], multimodal interaction in smart
environments by Blumendorf [2], or Conceptual Modeling of
Interactions by Aquino et al. [3].
This paper presents an approach that exploits the Model
Centered Architecture (MCA) paradigm for designing and
developing multimodal interfaces of assistive systems in the
context of Active and Assisted Living (AAL). The aspects
communicated via such interface are conceptualized in a
meta-model that, in turn, forms the basis of a Domain
Specific Modeling Language (DSML). Based on this,
interface specifications for any device and content consist in
models created using that DSML. The system should be
flexible enough to select from a group of different interactive
media and devices one suitable for each person to help with
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II.

MODEL CENTERED ARCHITECTURE

MCA focusses on models and their meta-models in any
development step of software systems. For example, the
functionality as well as all interfaces of a system are
specified as conceptual models using appropriate Domain
Specific modeling Languages (DSMLs) for that purpose.
Consequently, all system components are seen as model
handlers in the sense of model consumers and/or producers
[5].
MCA exploits the model hierarchy as defined in the Meta
Object Facility (MOF) [6]: Using a standard meta-metamodel with a pre-defined notation on the M3 level, we
determine the meta-models (and for representational
purposes the DSMLs) [7] for the various interfaces and the
application domain on the M2 (meta-model) level. The M1
level models are extensions of these meta-models and
determine a particular system application. The extensions of
these models on the M0 level then represent the concrete
processes and data of the running system. For example,
every input/output device as well as any functional system
module deals with or produces extensions of one or more M1
models [8].
III.

EXAMPLE APPLICATION ENVIRONMENT: HBMS

The aim of the HBMS system is to provide elderly
people with unobtrusive support in their everyday activities.
It uses the output of Human Activity Recognition (HAR)
systems [9] to learn a user’s strategies for mastering his or
her home activities, establishes a Human Cognitive Model
(HCM), which then is exploited when situations are detected
in which the user needs support [4]. In the best case, a
HBMS system instance is set up in a user’s environment
before dementia processes interfere with the learning process
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[10]. The development strategy of the HBMS system strictly
follows the MCA paradigm.
The system consists of several components, among
which we list:
- HCM-L Modeling Tool: supports the Human Cognitive
Modeling Language (HCM-L), a DSML defined for
establishing human cognitive models, as mentioned
before. The tool has been generated using the ADOxx
meta-modeling framework [11].
- HBMS Kernel, consisting of
 Observation Engine: investigates the behaviour and
context of the end user through coupled HAR systems
in order to identify her/his goals and actions to
achieve these goals.
 Behavior Engine: evaluates the observed behavior
and context, as well as a database of former support
cases, and decides on how to proceed according to the
HCM; in parallel, new activities and situations are
learned.
 Support Engine: provides the end user with
situational support information via the human-system
interface.
- HBMS Database: A triple store containing all data:
HCM, models and meta-models, domain ontology, case
base, and a situational cache describing the current
situation [4].
IV.

Figure 1. UC-UI Diagram 2.0 for the scenario “Washing Face”

HUMAN-SYSTEM INTERACTION: INTERFACES &
DEVICES

Within this section, we sketch a scenario we selected for
a proof of concept, the input/output devices used in each
case, and the DSML for specifying the interfaces for these
devices.
The scenario “Morning Routine” consists of several subscenarios: brushing teeth, washing face, washing hands,
comp hair and apply a cream on face. All these sub-scenarios
are feasible in different sequences during the morning
routine. The user of the assistive system should get support
in this routine whenever she/he needs, for example when
searching items like the toothbrush, forgetting to put
toothpaste on the brush, and so forth [12].
For this scenario, suitable devices are a boundary
microphone for user commands, a mini-beamer for showing
short videos, a lightbulb for warnings and, possibly, a tablet
computer to show mixed content like text, pictures and
videos [12]. Figure 1 shows a use case interaction diagram
2.0 (UC-UI Diagram 2.0) describing the interaction in the
“washing face” sub-scenario [13].
V.

“Interaction Mode” for capturing the various kinds of
information representation, and “Interaction Entity” for
capturing the interaction units including user input.

META-MODEL AND DSML FOR INTERFACE
SPECIFICATION

This section presents the specification of our multimodal
interface on all MOF levels excluding level 3 for which we
choose a self-explanatory standard notation (as used in
Figure 2 for the meta-model specification).
The symbols in the left upper corner of the meta-model
represent the notation of the corresponding DSML concepts
used when creating models on M1. The main concepts are
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Figure 2. Meta-model (simplified) for the HBMS multimodal humansystem interaction

The concepts "Combination IM" and "Nested IE" are
introduced to cover situations where multiple modes are
combined or user interactions consist of multiple partial
interactions. “Rendering device” captures, for a given
interaction mode, the device(s) used. For reasons of
simplicity and also due to the space limit we omitted in
Figure 2 the M2 concept “Attribute” as well as the concept
“Relation” (e.g., for describing the relationships between
Interaction Modes and Interaction Entities, and between
Interaction Entity and Rendering Device).
Figure 3 shows an instantiation of the meta-model given
in Figure 2 on level M1. It describes the modes and units that
are relevant for the morning routine scenario. Note that this
is still an abstraction (a conceptual model), which could be
appropriate also for describing the “interfaces” for other
activities to be supported.
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Figure 3. Example of a model (M1)

Consequently, the concrete devices, interaction units and
their relationships are instantiated on level M0. We omitted,
again for simplicity, the model details of the rendering
devices.
The advantage of this approach is that this data can
largely be generated on the basis of the M0 models if the
corresponding units (text fragments, video clips, etc.) are
available in a database. In addition, a standard module (in the
case of the HBMS system, the support module) can then
control any type of modeled interaction.
VI.

REPRESENTATION ON LEVEL M0

In order to show the "code" that results on level M0 on
the basis of such models, we give below an excerpt from this
code. It describes the possible interactions during a “washing
face” action (as part of the “morning routine” activity). In
particular, the devices “boundary microphone” and “mini
beamer” are addressed.
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All these tasks provide the possibility to show a short
video about how to process. While the user finished the task,
a "finished" speech input will be recorded with the boundary
microphone and this leads to the next introduction video.
In this code (Figure 4), fictional variables are chosen for
all the elements represented in the M0 level models.
<Multimodal Interface>
<Rendering Device>
<Mini beamer UID=“1“; label=“Output device mini-beamer“;/>
<Boundary Microphone UID=“2“; label=“audio record with a
boundary microphone“;/>
</ Rendering Device >
<Interaction Mode>
<Speech UID=“1“; Volume=“74dB“; Sex=“NULL“;
Accent=“NULL“; Language=“English“; Text=“NULL“;/>
</Interaction Mode>
<Interaction Entity>
<Input UID=“1“; Data Type=“MP3“; Structure=“NULL“;
Range=“NULL“; Standard Value=“NULL“; Input Value=“I want
to wash my face and I would need help.“; Output
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Value=“NULL“; Help Text=“NULL“; Review Text=“NULL“;
Additional Information=“NULL“; />
<Action UID=“1“; Label=“Speech recognition with grammer“;
Help Text=“NULL“; Additional Information=“Instruction will be
extracted out of speech input”;/>
<Elements UID=“1“; />
<Element UID=“1“; Label=“Fragment out of
speech recognition“; IE Reference=“Input 001“; />
<Action UID=“2“; Label=“Play video Wash face“; Help
Text=“NULL“; Additional Information=“Starting assistance for
washing the face“; />
<Elements UID=“2“; />
<Element UID=“2“; Label=“Loading
turn_on_faucet.mp4“; IE Reference=“Input 001“; />
</Interaction Entity>
<Interaction Mode>
<Video UID=“1“; Video Data=“turn_on_faucet.mp4“;
Volume=“80dB“; />
<Description UID=“01“; Code=“UTF-8“; Text=“Before you can
wash your face you have to turn on the faucet.“; />
<Format UID=”1“; Label=“Video description“; HEXCode=“#000000“; RGB-Code=“0, 0, 0“; HSL-Code=“0,
0%, 0%“; Color=“Schwarz“; Saturation=“100%“;
Transparence=“0%“; Font Type=“Verdana“; Font
Size=“15pt“; Stile=“San Serif“; Alignment=“left“; />
<Speech UID=“2“; Volume=“75dB“; Sex=“NULL“;
Accent=“NULL“; Language=“NULL“; Text=“NULL“; />
</Interaction Mode>
<Interaction Entity>
<Input UID=“2“; Data Type=“MP3“; Structure=“NULL“;
Range=“NULL“; Standard Value=“NULL“; Input
Value=“What’s next??“; Output Value=“NULL“; Help
Text=“NULL“; Review Text=“NULL“; Additional
Information=“NULL“; />
<Element Dependence UID=“1“; Condition=“Video 2 after
Video 1“; />
<Event UID=“1“; Label=“Play Video 2 after Video 1“;
Trigger=“Speech input“; Element=“speechinput.mp3“; />
</Function UID=“1“; Label=“Turn of Video 1“; />
<Action UID=“3“; Label=“Play wash_face.mp4“;
Element=“Input 02“; Function Parameter=“wash_face.mp4“; />
<Function UID=“02“; Label =“Start video 2“; />
…
</ Multimodal Interface >

carried out in a lab situation by user experiments. This means
that, besides functional testing, seniors will also test the
system: with a “think aloud method” they will give feedback
to improve the approach.
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Abstract— Chronic diseases among elderly people have an
increasing impact on healthcare systems. Telehealth
interventions using smart phones and low-cost sensors have
been shown to potentially increase quality of life and reduce rehospitalization rates. While usage of Internet and smart
phones is generally increasing in elderly people, there is still a
digital divide between younger and older users making
usability a key aspect of telehealth intervention design. In this
work, we introduce SMILA, an interactive, voice-controlled
smart mirror supporting elderly people in self-monitoring of
parameters relevant to chronic heart failure. We present the
design, construction, user identification using wrist-bands and
linkage of the mirror to a telehealth service based on the
Internet of Things mediation framework symbIoTe. Finally, we
present initial results from a pilot study evaluating user
acceptance and usability.

hospitalization rates. The rise of smartphones and low-cost
sensors has led to new health interventions referred to as
telehealth, allowing patients to track health parameters at
home using a smartphone, feeding this data into health data
centers for inspection by health professionals. Telehealth
interventions have shown to reduce hospitalization rates [2]
and - by promoting self-management knowledge and skills support preventative approaches that are key to managing
chronic disease [3].
While the use of Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) is generally increasing in elderly
people, it has been shown that there is a digital divide
between young and elderly people when it comes to ICT
usage, especially in elderly people with low education and
income, as well as physical frailty status being directly
related to ICT usage [4].
Aside from smartphones, the last decade saw a rise of
smart objects commonly referred to as Internet of Things
(IoT) especially in the area of health. Examples include
fitness wristbands measuring heart rate, sleep duration and
quality and daily activity. From a technical perspective,
these devices are usually tied to vendor-specific IoT
platforms leading to a large fragmentation of the IT
landscape. The EU-funded project symbIoTe (symbiosis of
smart objects) [5] seeks to implement a mediation

Keywords- smart mirror; telehealth;
interaction; smart home; Internet of Things.

I.

human-computer

INTRODUCTION

The economic policy committee estimated that in 2050,
one in three Europeans will be older than 65 years [1], with
the process of aging being influenced by various factors,
such as employment, education lifestyle and presence or
absence of chronic diseases. Especially cardiovascular
diseases have a huge impact on quality of life and
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framework between these platforms providing application
developers with unified interfaces across different IoT
platforms on various levels, such as hardware and software
and the network layer.
Against the backlight of these developments, the
objective of our work is to investigate how an unobtrusive
telehealth intervention in the area of cardiovascular disease
can be designed and built on top of the symbIoTe mediation
framework.
We introduce Smart Mirror Integrated Living Assistant
(SMILA), an interactive smart mirror for assisting elderly
people with daily measurements of physiological parameters
relevant for the treatment of cardiovascular diseases.
“Smart mirrors” are devices mounted to the background of a
semi-transparent mirror in order to augment the reflective
surface of the mirror with digital information.
The use of smart mirrors in a health context is interesting
as people use a mirror on a daily basis. The use of smart
mirrors in the context of health has been investigated in a
number of scenarios: “Fit Mirror” [6], a smart mirror using
gesture control to provide physical exercises to elderly
people, “Wize Mirror” [7] using 3D optical sensors,
multispectral cameras and gas detection sensors to derive a
wellbeing Index and a non-contact health monitoring system
[8] analyses facial expressions, posture and voice changes.
The contribution of our work to this field is two-fold: (1)
we merge the concepts of telehealth interventions in the area
of cardiovascular disease with the smart mirror concept and
(2) we aim to investigate end-user acceptance with two
stakeholder groups (a) eldery people and (b) young people
in order to explore differences in user interaction between
these two groups.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First, we
describe the design of the interactive mirror. Second, we
describe how the end-user evaluation design has been setup.
Third, we describe the overall interaction workflow and
discuss results from an initial user evaluation.
II.

METHODS

A. Smart mirror
SMILA was constructed of a wooden frame (40x30x4
cm, gross weight 2,5kg) housing the semi-transparent mirror
hiding a Samsung Galaxy Tab A 10.1 Android tablet. The
idea for constructing the smart mirror from scratch and not
taking a commercially available product was primarily
economically driven. By using off the shelf materials and
simple constructions, the total costs for one smart mirror
could be held below 300€.
In idle mode, the mirror displays the current time and
the weather situation at its current location. We decided
against showing more information for several reasons: (1) to
prevent information overload and to only provide contextrelevant information and (2) to keep battery and bandwidth
usage low.
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B. Sensors and user-recognition
As we chose the area of cardiovascular diseases, a
number of vital parameters are interesting facing the
telehealth perspective: regular measurements of heart rate,
blood pressure, body weight and daily activity are relevant
to the therapy in order to assess effectiveness, as well as to
detect any deterioration in a person’s health status. For
initial evaluation, we chose connecting the smart mirror to a
Bluetooth-enabled scale for two reasons. (1) a scale is most
likely to be found in bathrooms and (2) a sudden increase in
weight is an indicator for hospitalization [9]. Moreover,
SMILA uses voice input to collect information on personal
well-being using Google’s Cloud Speech Application
Programming Interface (API).
Another important aspect is user identification, as most
likely many people are living in a two-person household.
We considered several options for user identification: (1)
identification and authorization by a separate device using
PIN codes once the device is close to the mirror (2) facial
recognition and (3) wearable Bluetooth low energy beacons
for identification.
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacons are devices
transmitting signals containing their ID along with other
technical information on a regular interval. Devices such as
smartphones or tablets can identify these radio signals
within a limited range and apps can react to the presence of
such beacons. We favored this approach especially to
biometric identification as it is (1) more privacy-preserving
and (2) BLE beacons can be exchanged by fitness
wristbands, thus combining identification with reading
further health measurements. BLE beacons have been used
in various scenarios, most prominently in eCommerce
settings offering consumers guide within shops. For our
initial evaluation, we decided to use wristband type beacons
or devices that can be attached to a keychain (D15 UFO
Bluetooth). The latter can be incorporated in a necklace as
well.
SMILA is connected to the KIOLA telehealth platform, a
data collection framework and therapy management system
for various chronic diseases [10]. Weight measurements and
personal well-being are collected through SMILA and then
transmitted to KIOLA. To provide interoperability to other
platforms (e.g., consumer health platforms), data
transmission and retrieval is handled through the symbIoTe
mediation framework using standardized RESTful
interfaces.
C. End-user evaluation design
End-user evaluation of SMILA was conducted at the
COSY Living Lab at the University of Vienna, a multipurpose user study laboratory equipped with furnishing and
technical set-up to support a home-like test-setting that is
observable through semi-transparent windows and audiovisual equipment. We designed a lab-evaluation concept
that aims at collecting overall usability feedback to the
SMILA prototype as well as inquiring the participant’s own
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experience with health monitoring tasks and relating the
SMILA concept to it. We conducted semi-structured
interviews [11] that establish such personal experience
regarding medical monitoring and self-management with
chronic disease as well as regarding technology usage in this
context and generally, in order to answer the research
question: Can SMILA support the way the participants
manage self-monitoring tasks with chronic conditions? This
was followed by observation of participants using SMILA
in the Living Lab while they complete a pre-defined task of
monitoring their weight and overall well-being as well as a
concluding survey on experience and usability of the smart
mirror’s audio-visual interface and interaction, utilizing the
System Usability Scale (SUS) [12].
The evaluation was carried out in two phases: first, the
prototype was tested with university students to gain initial
feedback and test feasibility of the system. Second, the
prototype was tested following the same schema with
elderly people.
III.

RESULTS

A. Overall workflow
The end-user wears a BLE-enabled wristband and enters
the bathroom. In idle mode, SMILA constantly scans for
BLE signals and reads the ID of recognized beacons. Using
this ID it queries the symbIoTe mediation framework,
receives an access URL for the KIOLA tele-health platform
and receives personal information on the user resulting in an
acoustic personal greeting. It then asks the end-user to step
on the scale performing the measurement (see Figure 1).
While standing on the scale, SMILA displays the current
weight (as seen in Figure 2) on the display. Once the
measurement is taken, SMILA finishes asking for the
personal wellbeing with the-end-user answering using
voice-input. Finally, using the ID of the scale, SMILA
queries the symbIoTe mediation platform for an end-point
and transmits the data to the KIOLA telehealth platform.
The whole process is guided through voice output.

Figure 1. From left to right: (1) Living lab evaluation scenario; (2) SMILA
and (3) user interacting with the device
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Figure 2. From left to right: (1) mirror idle – showing time and
temperature; (2) greeting specific user and guiding through the workflow;
(3) SMILA showing the result of a weight measurement

B. Evaluation results
The user evaluation was conducted in two phases with
18 participants providing initial insights on the technical
feasibility and basic usability of the SMILA prototype.
Evaluation was conducted in two groups with group A
consisting of 11 participants (4 female / 7 male; 18-35), all
students of computer science. Group B consisted of 7
participants (6 male / 1 female; 60-69 years old). During
the test, the participants had to follow SMILA’s vocal
instructions of stepping on the scale and getting their
weight, as well as entering their current state of being via
voice input. 16 out of 18 tests were completed successfully.
Personal well-being has been correctly translated into text in
9 out of 10 cases with the speech recognition API providing
a confidence score (a score between 0 and 1) of 0.83 (±0.13)
on average. Average length of inputs was 3.81 (±2.72)
words.
When asked if users could picture themselves using the
device at home, 10 answered with yes, 4 with maybe and 4
could not think of using the device at home.
IV.

DISCUSSION

Interviews revealed potential usability improvements,
such as a perceived lag between stepping in front of the
mirror and being identified, as well as uncertainty when
voice input was possible. Moreover, participants
complained about the “robotic voice” as provided by voice
output. Feedback on design included the incorporation of
the bracelet into jewelry (e.g. a brooch) and both groups
suggested face recognition or voice recognition as
alternative form of user recognition though both groups
raised privacy issues. When asked for additional usage
scenarios for the mirror, elderly people named (a) support in
management tasks (blood pressure measurements),
assistance with medication intake and medication reminders,
as well as support of scheduling appointments with
physicians. In terms of the overall interactional quality,
elderly participants consistently voiced their preference for
such technology to have a “companion-like” quality they
can have a trusted relationship with, rather than a tool for
easy communication with medical and care professionals.
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University students named benefits in supporting adherence
to fitness goals.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a smart mirror for self-monitoring of health
parameters relevant to cardiovascular therapy. User
identification using BLE-wristbands is feasible and initial
evaluations showed that the method is reliable, though a
higher responsiveness of the system is required. Moreover,
using BLE wristbands has security implications that need to
be addressed in further research. Using voice recognition for
recording personal well-being proved to be sufficiently
accurate in a controlled environment.
Next steps include the extension of workflow to include
smart watches as mode of user recognition and the inclusion
of fitness data for display on the mirror. This setting will be
tested in another trial, where users can test the device over
the period of one week.
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Abstract—This work presents the design and development
process of Ambient Intelligence Environments from the
conception phase, over the implementation phase towards the
end user perspective. The focus is on different interaction
techniques in Ambient Intelligence Environments and their
added value for the end user of such a system.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Ambient Intelligence (AmI) interactions focus on
interactions that are supported by, and embedded in, digital
equipped environmental settings. As indicated in [1], AmI is
a concept that refers to a digital environment that proactively, but sensibly, supports people in their daily lives.
In order to reach this goal, it is from utmost importance
to consider the contextual information. This is also
underlined by Schmidt [2] as follows: "Context and contextawareness are central issues to ambient intelligence. The
availability of context and the use of context in interactive
applications offer new possibilities to tailor applications and
systems on-the-fly to the current situation." The "on-the-fly"
adjustment according the current situation is also a central
element in adaptive systems [3]. Moreover, AmI systems
utilize adaptive systems and the adaptivity factor but with a
stronger focus on interactions in digital equipped
environmental settings. This, in turn, allows the realization
of implicit Human Computer Interactions (iHCI) in
ubiquitous and disappearing computing [4]–[6] settings. This
is a key element of AmI systems, namely the shift from
explicit Human Computer Interaction (eHCI) elements,
where users focus on interactions embodied within one
single device (e.g., smartphone, tablet device, TV setting,
etc.) towards iHCI elements where users can interact with the
whole environment. Further on in his work, Schmidt
summarizes this juxtaposition of eHCI vs. iHCI as follows:
A. Explicit Human Computer Interaction (eHCI)
• The user requests the system to carry out a certain
action.
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•
•

The action is carried out by the computer, in modern
interfaces providing feedback on this process.
The system responds with an appropriate reply,
which in some cases may be empty.

B. Implict Human Computer Interaction (iHCI)
• iHCI is the interaction of a human with the
environment and with artifacts which is aimed to
accomplish a goal. Within this process, the system
acquires implicit input from the user and may
present implicit output to the user.
• Implicit inputs are actions and behavior of humans,
which are done to achieve a goal and are not
primarily regarded as interaction with a computer,
but captured, recognized and interpret by a computer
system as input.
• Implicit output of a computer that is not directly
related to an explicit input and which is seamlessly
integrated with the environment and the task of the
user.
This work focuses on these two interaction types and
presents in the first section a literature-based overview about
the architectural setting that is needed to realize the eHCI
and iHCI approaches within an AmI setting. Section 2
presents a concrete AmI system, which utilizes the
mentioned AmI architecture. This development represents
the technical point of view regarding AmI systems and the
backend, respectively. Section 3 presents two AmI settings
from the end user perspective and from the frontend,
respectively. This section highlights the eHCI and the iHCI
factors where users interact not only with a device but rather
with their environment. Section 4 summarizes the work and
provides an outlook to future work in this field.
II.

BASIC AMI ARCHITECTURE

One remarkable work that summarizes AmI concepts and
application was presented by Augusto, et al. [1]. In this
work, Augusto presents a general architecture of an AmI
system and the corresponding information flow within the
system. Figure 1 illustrates components of the general AmI
architecture. The top component represents environmental
interaction elements. This layer is responsible for the
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mentioned iHCI aspect but at the same time this layer can
also provide eHCI artifacts, for instance, as concrete UIs
rendered on a smartphone or on a tablet device. The
underlying layer is conducted of Sensors and Actuators.
These components are responsible for information transfer
from the digital world (in terms of bits and bytes) into the
physical world (in terms of physical values, e.g.,
spatiotemporal sensing and smart-home control), and viceversa. The next component, the middleware layer, is
responsible for the aggregation and the harmonization of
sensor data and for the delegation of interventions towards
different actuators installed in the environmental setting.
This is the core component of an AmI system since it
orchestrates the whole information flow. The next
component represents the reasoner of the AmI system. In this
architecture, Augusto refers to Artificial Intelligence
reasoning. Negnevitsky highlights the key characteristic of
AI in his work "Artificial intelligence: a guide to intelligent
systems" with the following statement: "Artificial
intelligence is a science that has defined its goal as making
machines do things that would require intelligence if done by
human" [7]. At this point, it is doubtful if every AmI Setting
and thus if a general AmI architecture really requires this
high level of reasoning. Nevertheless, despite of the
reasoning level, it is understood, that every AmI system
requires a reasoner that retrieves the aggregated and
harmonized data form the middleware layer and that
delegates interventions towards the middleware layer.

In the previous section, we have seen that AmI systems
relay on physical devices (sensors and actuators) in order to
form the Ambient Intelligence environment. Next to the
general AmI System architecture, Augusto also presents a
generic layout of a Smart Home environment which is
equipped with sensors and devices (actuators).

Figure 2. A generic layout of a “Smart Home” enriched with sensors and
devices as presented in [1]

Figure 2 illustrates such a Smart Home environment and
highlights, that in general, disproportional efforts are needed
in order to build an iHCI setting. However, since we are
living in a technological driven society it is expected that
future technologies and developments will reduce current
dominant cost- and complexity factors in building AmI
environments. Current products, for instance Apple’s
HomeKit [8], support this assumption.
III.

Figure 1. General AmI system architecture and the flow of information [1].

In this work, Augusto uses the phrase “high level
decision making process” to explain the remaining
components and their interplay. The reasoning is based on
the “Decision Makers” component that, for instance, can
conclude a set of decision rules, and based on machine
learning results produced by the “Discovery and Learning”
component. This component requires a “Knowledge
Repository” that collects relevant system events and that
serves as data provider for the underlying machine learning
module.
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THE HOMER AMI SYSTEM

Situated in the Active and Assisted Living (AAL) field of
practice we have been experiencing the need to build AmI
settings in various research projects and developed
prototypes [9]–[11]. This resulted in the development of the
HOMER [12] AmI system, which can be used across several
research projects. The HOMER system utilizes all mentioned
components of the general AmI architecture except the AI
reasoning on this high sophisticated level. The reasoning in
HOMER is bases on a set of finite state machines. Thus,
HOMER provides in the first step rule-based reasoning, but
it also provides interfaces for external components that build
the knowledge repository and the machine learning
components. However, Figure 3 illustrates the rule-based
reasoning which utilizes finite state machines. States can
trigger various interventions and the transitions have a large
set of configurable conditions which need to be fulfilled in
order to change the system state from one state into another.
This example illustrates only one finite state machine within
the system. It needs to be mentioned that the HOMER AmI
setting supports a large set of finite state machines which are
concurrently considered in the decision-making process.
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Figure 3. Example of decision making procedure based on finite state
machines [12].

Despite the reasoning and the decision-making process,
HOMER incorporates various sensors and devices
responsible for the communication with the physical
environment. Table I illustrates an excerpt of used devices
and their purpose within the HOMER AmI environment.
TABLE I.

end user perspective and highlights eHCI and iHCI aspects
within AmI settings.
As already highlighted in the previous section, AmI
systems require Smart Home settings. In Figure 2 a generic
layout of a “Smart Home” was presented. This illustration is
similar to the HOMER setting, since HOMER also supports
a representation of the current status within the Smart Home
environment. Figure 4 illustrates this representation on a
wall-mounted display. The figure highlights the floor plan of
a demonstration setting conducted of two living rooms
(lower part) and the hall way (upper part). The depicted dots
within the floor plan illustrate installed sensors and actuators.
Any activity originated form these devices are instantly
updated in the GUI. Next to the visual representation,
HOMER supports also speech synthesis as an interaction
medium in order to inform the user regarding critical
situations using the acoustical interaction modality. This is
highlighted by the speaker which is located on the top of the
wall-mounted display.

COMMUNICATION WITH PHYSICAL DEVICES IN THE
HOMER AMI ENVIRONMENT

Purpose

Technology/Protocols

Motion detection
Indoor localization
Smart Home control
Ambient lighting
Energy consumption
Water valve control
Environmental Sensing
Activity Sensing
Medical Device
communication
Event tracking
Object identification
TV as Interaction device

PIR Sensors (KNX, enOcean, Homematic,
xComfort)
RSSI-based localization (iBeacon), PIR
based
Actuators (KNX, enOcean, Homematic,
RfxTrx, Tradfri)
Smart Lights (Philips Hue, Tradfri)
Energy consumption sensors (Homematic,
xComfort)
Sprinkler actuators (OpenSprinkler)
Air quality, Temperature, Humidity,
Barometric, Rain or Wind sensors
(RfxTrx, Oregon Scientific)
Binary sensors, smart floor, window
sensors
Weighing
scale,
blood
pressure
measurement
devices
(Near
Field
Communication - NFC, Bluetooth)
Device usage- based event tracking
sensing & control, e.g., door opener, key
reminder (NFC)
IR, HDMI-CEC & SmartTV-based

The table is not meant to be holistic, but rather to
highlight that the development of AmI environments can be
a quite complex procedure. In HOMER, a separate hardware
abstraction layer enables the various modules to interact with
each other and the rest of the system. HOMER itself utilizes
the ISO/IEEE 11073-10471 standard for communication.
IV.

THE END USER PERSPECTIVE

Previous sections focused on the AmI concept, AmI
architecture and the concrete manifestation based on the
presented HOMER AmI system. This section focusses on the
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Figure 4. Smart Home status representation on a wall-mounted display
including a speaker for the HOMER system speech synthesis.

In addition to the wall-mounted representation, the
HOMER GUI can be rendered on any mobile device within
this setting but also on TV-devices. This represents the
classical eHCI approach where the user requests the system
to carry out a certain action and where the system responds
with an appropriate reply. As pointed out earlier, AmI
environments additionally support the iHCI approach, where
users interact with the environment rather than with devices.
In the HOMER setting, an iHCI is, for instance, the door or
the window opening action. This action is recognized by the
system and might cause an intervention by the system if a
critical condition is met. Such a critical condition is, for
instance, the state where the user has forgotten to close/lock
the door after entering the apartment. The system provides in
such a case an intervention via the mentioned speech
synthesis feature or via a push notification which will be
displayed on user’s smartphone.
As mentioned before, in our AAL field of practice, we
have been utilizing HOMER in various projects and
developments. The following example illustrates eHCI and
iHCI aspects of AmI environments based on the research
project RelaxedCare [9],[13],[14].
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The project was performed between May 2013 and April
2016 and was targeting the development of an interactive
system for informal caregiver and their assisted persons. The
goal of the project was to provide a solution which can
reduce the necessity of regularly checking the status of a
person in need of care, living at home. Although the project
has finished years ago, its concept still represents the stateof-the-art approach regarding AmI, eHCI and iHCI. Figure 5
illustrates the basic idea of the RelaxedCare system. It
depicts the AmI setting installed at the assisted person and
the communication channels towards the informal caregiver.
The overall goal of the project was to provide iHCI artifacts
that derive a wellbeing state of the person in need of care.
The assisted person primarily interacts with their living
environment and less with explicit devices. On the other
hand, the informal caregiver utilizes technologies such as the
smartphone or an ambient light device to perceive the overall
wellbeing state of their assisted person and to start the dialog
with the remote person. This setting represents a mixed
setting that utilizes eHCI artifacts (smartphone, RelaxedCare
cube) and iHCI artifacts (the interactive picture frame, the
ambient light device and the RelaxedCare cube).

Figure 6. The RelaxedCare cube prototype that provides the overall
wellbeing state of the assisted person via ambient lighting.

Thus, iHCI artifacts are used twofold: (1) to convey the
wellbeing information and (2) to collect data for deriving the
wellbeing state. Additionally, the solution provides eHCI
artifacts by utilizing NFC-based tangible buttons which,
when placed on the top of the RelaxedCare cube, cause a
concrete communication action towards the remote user or a
user-triggered change of the well-being status. Finally, the
solution provides several predefined actions such as “please
call me”, “I feel good/bad” or the emotion in term of “I’m
thinking of you”. This information is transferred to the
remote person to their smartphone and to their ambient
lightning device. Here, and once again, the remote user
utilizes both iHCI and eHCI factors for the information
gathering and for the communication establishment.
V.

Figure 5. The RelaxedCare idea depicting the AmI environment in the top
half of the image and the communication channels at the bottom half of the
image.

This iHCI vs. eHCI juxtaposition becomes even clearer if
we take the final prototype into account that is depicted in
Figure 6. The figure illustrates the mentioned ambient light
device that can be installed on both sides, on the informal
caregiver side and on the assisted person’s side. The ambient
lighting represents the overall wellbeing state of the assisted
person. This wellbeing state is derived from activity level,
social interaction and daily life routine data, which in turn
are provided by the AmI setting.
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CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

This work presented the design process from the
conceptualization of AmI systems based on a general
architecture, over to the manifestation of an AmI system
based on the HOMER platform, towards the utilization of an
AmI system demonstrated by the RelaxedCare project.
Moreover, this work highlighted one of the key aspects of
AmI systems, which is, next to the context awareness, also
the provision of explicit HCI artifacts and implicit HCI
artifacts. In addition to these positive aspects, the work also
underlined that the design and the development of AmI
systems can be a time-consuming, costly and complex
process. Nevertheless, current technological developments,
as highlighted earlier in Section 2, indicate that these
negative factors can be alleviated in the near feature.
Thus, with respect to future work, our focus will be the
incorporation of such off-the-shelf technologies and the
stronger focus on the decision-making process including its
subparts, namely the enhancement of the knowledge base
representation and the enhancement of machine learning
algorithms.
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Abstract— In this paper, we present the results of further
research according to a communication improvement method
within projects with interdisciplinary disposition. This method
was used in the Active and Assisted Living (AAL) pilot-region
project Smart VitAALity, to encourage elderly people to
interact with state of the art technologies and formulate their
needs. In addition to various research partners (computer
science, economics and health management), business partners
and Non-Profit Organizations (NPOs), end-users are also
involved, and all these project partners speak a different
language, according to their profession. The Use Case focused
User Interaction Diagram 2.0 should provide a non-technical
translation for every stakeholder independent of their prior
knowledge to enhance the development process and capture
various aspects, ideas, and suggestions for improvements and,
furthermore, it should represent the interaction needs of
elderly people. Therefore, the diagram was evaluated by
elderly people to improve the feedback method.
Keywords - Interaction Design; Human-system Interface;
Interaction Diagram; Communication method; AAL.

I.

INTRODUCTION

During applied research projects, it is common that
communication takes place between different stakeholders
with diverse background knowledge. These stakeholders
often use the same terms with different meanings; to avoid
misunderstandings, the Use Case Focused User Interaction
Diagram [1] (UC-UI-Diagram 1.0) was developed according
to the development process of systems with a human-system
interface. This tool improves the communication base in
interdisciplinary projects and gives every stakeholder a
quick overview of the ongoing interface development per
use case.
Referring to the first version of the chart notation, the
Use Case Focused User Interaction Diagram 2.0 (UC-UIDiagram 2.0) was developed with the approach to minimize
the notation elements in order to improve the learning curve
for understanding the diagrams. Therefore, the number of
notation elements was decimated from eight to three and the
elements were adjusted according to the UML 2.5 [2]
standard element design. One of the reasons for the element
design change was that the used element design of the UCUI-Diagram 1.0 required different color expressions and the
contrast and discriminability was not useable for a possible
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involvement of older adults with visual impairments. To
also use the UC-UI-Diagram for this stakeholder group
during the development process, the idea of the preevaluated element design of the UML 2.5 interaction
diagrams (sequence diagram and communication diagram
[2]) was used. This makes it possible to create the diagrams
with common diagram drawing tools like Microsoft Visio,
because the element designs are pre-installed and,
furthermore, computer scientists are familiar with them and
can also use the diagrams during the implementation into
the system.
In the project Smart VitAALity, an Active and Assisted
Living (AAL) pilot region project in Austria (Carinthia), the
UC-UI-Diagram 2.0 method was initially used to improve
the communication between technical and non-technical
stakeholders. The involved stakeholder group is an
interdisciplinary consortium of researchers in health
management, economics, computer science and engineering,
as well as Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs)
with the emphasis of technical development and NPOs as
caregivers. The entire project team was involved in the
development process of the use cases. To extend the
perspective of each use case, the UC-UI-Diagram 2.0 is
additionally used. This information is provided on a shared
platform to every stakeholder and, based on this, everyone
can make proposals for improvements. To let the user group
participate in the development process, it is necessary to
evaluate the used tool with their prior-knowledge and
usability. Therefore, during the Smart VitAALity project,
the UC-UI Diagram 2.0 was evaluated and the results are
presented in this paper.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section
II, we discuss the materials and method. Section III presents
our results. Section IV addresses improvement and
discussion. We conclude this paper in Section V.
II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This section explains the background for the UC-UI
Diagram 2.0. Furthermore, it presents the evaluation
strategy according to the human-centered design approach
[3].
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A. UML 2.5 Communication and Sequence Diagram
The concept of time-related interaction between entities,
as well as the illustration of relations between entities, can
be realized with communication diagrams in combination
with sequence terms. Because of its structure, this diagram
extension is hard to understand for non-technical
stakeholders. To get a quick overview of the different
interactions, the UML standard uses a nesting strategy.
1.2b.1: function2(param1, param2)

(1)

As shown in (1), the notation for communication diagram
interactions with sequence terms is realized. The
designation 1.2b.1 means: the first interaction in the content
led to a second interaction which was a parallel interaction
denoted with b (the other parallel interactions will get an “a”
or a “c”). The interaction after the parallel one (2b) will be
the executed interaction in this example with function2,
which contains two parameters. This can be hard to
understand if the usage of such UML standards is not a
daily business. To ease the understanding of the interaction
diagram, two measures were undertaken:
1.
Simplify interaction sequences: no parallel
interactions illustrated with characters or complicated
numbering to show dependencies between interactions
2.
Context change: the interaction diagram is specific
for one named use case – to make it easier to understand
The UC-UI Diagram 2.0 should use the idea of use case
based interaction of the prior 1.0 version of the diagram and
combine it with the idea of the time and relation related
interaction concept of UML 2.5. Furthermore, the diagram
should be developed in a way that even non-technical
experts should be able to understand and give feedback to
improve the navigation strategy.
B. UC-UI Diagram 2.0 Evaluation Strategy
For the evaluation of the developed UC-UI Diagram 2.0,
an assessment was made with the aim to analyze the
diagrams to determine acceptability, understanding and
potential areas for improvement. The evaluation process can
be divided into the following five phases.
The participants of the chosen user group were selected
based on their age - between 50 and 75 years. In the first
phase (step 1) of the evaluation, the participants completed
the TA-EG survey [4] (“Technology Affinity for Electronic
Devices”) which is a tool to assess the technical affinity and
serves to determine the attitude towards electronic devices
of the participants. The TE-AG consists of 19 items
structured in four subscales “Enthusiasm”, “Competency”,
“Positive impacts”, “Negative impacts” when dealing with
electronic devices like mobile phone, computer, TV, etc.
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The second phase (step 2) was about the comprehension
of the diagram. For this purpose, the developed diagram
with a corresponding legend, was shown to the test persons
for the first time. Since it is a UC-UI Diagram, the use case
“show weather forecast” was chosen, because the
participants may be familiar with this scenario from daily
routines. The task of this phase was to understand the
diagram with the enclosed legend after the documents were
explained in detail.
The next step (step 3) in the evaluation process was
about the graphical representation of the interaction
elements in the diagram, such as buttons or text elements.
Therefore, the participants were asked to design a mock-up
based on the current use case. The emphasis in this
assignment was to see if the participants get a picture in
their minds according to the diagram elements and if they
distinguish different element types (e.g., text, buttons, etc.).
After the completion of this task, the created mock-up
design was compared to an existing design representing the
same use case, and the results were discussed.
In the fourth phase (step 4), an incomplete interaction
diagram was presented, representing the use case
“emergency call”. In this scenario, one element was omitted
deliberately: A “Cancel” button that prevents the user to
cancel a particular part of the scenario. The goal was to look
more closely at the navigation paths within the diagram to
find the mistake.
Finally, in the fifth phase (step 5), the test persons were
asked if they had already worked with a UC-UI Diagram
and if such a diagram could be a straightforward way to
display navigation paths. Furthermore, the participants were
asked about the difficulties while working with the diagrams
during the evaluation process. In the end, suggestions for
potential improvements were discussed.
The used language for all documents was German. The
session had one hour duration.
III.

RESULTS

Within this section, the results of the diagram
conceptualization and the evaluation are presented.
A. UC-UI Diagram 2.0
To get a step further into the understanding
improvement, the diagram notation was reversed from the
1.0 version and, according to the feedback of project
partners, the learning curve of the elements was too high.
Hence, the main ideas of the sequential and communication
diagram [2] are combined in the 2.0 version.
Diagram Notation

Based on the feedback regarding the chart notation of the
UC-UI Diagram 1.0, the used elements needed to be
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reduced. From eight elements, the reduction leads to three
elements – because it is not necessary for non-technical
stakeholders to distinguish between elements like external
influencer, decisions or merges by diagram design. For any
additional information, the elements will get a unique
understandable label.
As shown in Figure 1, there are three elements to
distinguish. The use case container includes all possible
interactions of a specific use case. The agent container
represents agents like views, people, interaction elements
like buttons or checkboxes as well as descriptions. The user
can interact in different ways with the agents; the agent
container represents a human being itself. Every agent has a
specific non-technical labeling. The agents can be nested
into each other.

Figure 1. UC-UI Diagram 2.0 diagram notation (English translation).
Description of the three used elements: use case container, agent container,
and sequential activity.

In the case of a software project like Smart VitAALity, a
tablet application is implemented. Every application shows
different views to a user and every view contains different
elements, like text or buttons. In this example, the first agent
will be the view, and in the view agent container, the agent
container for the button is nested.
This interaction diagram type focuses on human-system
interaction and, therefore, the sequential activities are
optimized. Users are able to do one interaction after another
– real parallelization is no human possible interaction so no
special notation is needed [5]. This type of diagram (UC-UI
diagram 2.0) focuses on human-system interactions; all
interactions a user can do with the system and the main
function is displayed. In the following, one sample scenario
is given:
Scenario: the user enters some content into a text-field.
Instead of representing every key down interaction, only the
save-interaction is shown. Moreover, further distinctions
and system-to-system interactions in the front- and backend
like “content send to backend”  “backend receives
content”  “content stored in the database” have been
excluded from the diagram.
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Therefore, sequential activities are numbered one after
another with simple counting one, two, and three. After the
counting, the interaction receives a function name and a
possible parameter. This parameter can be a decision
parameter as for a checkbox (option 1 and 2) or in some
cases, it can be empty.
In comparison to the UC-UI Diagram 1.0, the second
version renounces to any color usage as well as different
line style. Furthermore, the diagram has the highest possible
contrast according to the black/white diagram notation;
according to the conformance stage of the Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines – WCAG 2.1 [6] this is needed for
a barrier-free usage. This makes it easier for people with
vision impairments (color blindness or ametropia) to
understand the diagrams – and according to AAL projects, it
is one aspect for the inclusion of elderly people to minimize
the barriers and to enhance the participation during the
implementation phase.
In the Smart VitAALity project, 71 use cases are defined.
All use cases are written with the use case template of
Alistair Cockburn [7]. For every single use case, the
different possible procedures (standard procedure and
multiple alternative procedures) are explained. This helps on
the one hand the developers to have an exact
implementation guideline and furthermore it increases the
reading flow and understanding for non-technicians.
The strategy used in the project was to combine the use
case template of Cockburn with a method that gives a quick
overview of all possible interactions. Therefore, the UC-UI
Diagram 2.0 was used.

Figure 2. Example of the use case “UC 303 Show weather details” of the
Smart VitAALity project. Shown are the different views of a tablet
application to realize a weather forecast.

As shown in Figure 2, the first agent container on the left
“:View-Homepage” includes the possibility to do more
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interactions like clicking on Button-Information or ButtonSOS, but the UC-UI Diagram 2.0 is in context of a predefined use case “UC 303 Weather – Show weather details”.
This helps to minimize and regulate the shown interactions
and to get a clean and neatly arranged interaction overview.
Nonetheless, it should represent the whole context of each
view to give the user the big picture and an idea whether the
navigation in the context would be understandable.
B. Evaluation Results
For evaluation purposes, five people (3 female, 2 male)
were tested according to the five-step evaluation strategy
chosen. The youngest participant was 51 years old and the
oldest 73 years. All these people are living in the urban-rural
area of Klagenfurt and Villach in Carinthia – Austria.
According to their pre-knowledge of using technical devices
like smartphones, computers or tablet computers, 4/5 people
have a smartphone and tablet computer and 5/5 people have
contact with at least one technical device.
Step 1: TA-EG

At the beginning of the evaluation process, the
participants were asked to complete the TA-EG
questionnaire with a five-level Likert response format
(strongly disagree – strongly agree). For each participant,
the mean values of all items of the individual subscales
“Enthusiasm” for electronic devices (5 items), perceived
“Competency” (4 items), perceived “Positive impacts” (5
items) and perceived “Negative impacts” (5 items), were
calculated to get an overview of the technology affinity.
Table I shows the mean value and the standard deviation of
the technology affinity for electronic devices of all five
participants, where value 5 is the maximum and means
“strong agreement” and value 1 “strong disagreement”.
TABLE I: RESULTS OF TECHNOLOGY AFFINITY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
ELECTRONIC DEVICES (N=5); MEAN VALUE 1…STRONGLY DISAGREE –
5…STRONGLY AGREE

Subscale of TA-EG

Mean Standard
Value Deviation
Enthusiasm for electronic devices
3.4
0.9
Perceived Competency
3.2
0.7
Perceived negative impacts
2.3
0.5
Perceived positive impacts
4.4
0.3
On average, the participants have a “neutral” response
(“neither-nor” agreement) on “Enthusiasm” for electronic
devices, with a high variance and range from slightly
disagree to strongly agree on “Enthusiasm”. The results for
the perceived “Competency” are similar and show on
average a “neither-nor” agreement on “Competency”, with a
range from slightly disagree to slightly agree.
For the subscales perceived “Negative impacts” and
“Positive impacts”, on average the participants show a slight
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disagreement on perceived “Negative impacts” when using
electronic devices and a moderate / strong agreement on
perceived “Positive impacts” when using electronic devices.
Overall, and besides varying agreement to “Enthusiasm”
and “Competency”, the attitude towards usage of electronic
devices is positive.
Step 2: Use Case “Weather Forecast” + Diagram Key

After some general instructions, the UC-UI Diagram 2.0
example was shown to the participants and discussed
according to the use case on the one hand and the different
elements on the other. Furthermore, the diagram key was
given to the participants to have a look at it. The following
results, presented in Table II, are evaluated:
TABLE II. QUESTIONS, RESULTS, AND REMARKS ACCORDING TO THE
WEATHER FORECAST USE CASE.

Question
Is the diagram key
helpful to
understand the
UC-UI Diagram
2.0?
Is the “Weather
forecast” –UI
Diagram
understandable?
Do you know what
a View is?

Result & Remarks
4/5 said it was not necessary or
would confuse them
1/5 understood it, but an example
and a short spoken introduction
were preferred.
5/5 mentioned that it was clear for
them

3/5 answered right
2/5 people told after further
questioning that they did not
recognize that every view was a
different page.

Step 3: Mock-Ups Use Case “Weather Forecast”

The next step was to draw the different views shown in
the UC-UI Diagram on sheets of paper. 4/5 participants did
not really want to draw anything at first because they
thought they were not talented enough in the drawing. Two
out of this group disliked the exercise a lot, they just drew
anything but talked more about the results. After their
drawing exercise, the real mock-ups for the UC-UI Diagram
were shown and the differences between their interpretation
and the real mock-up discussed. The results of this step are
shown in Table III.
TABLE III. EXERCISE ISSUES, RESULTS, AND REMARKS ACCORDING TO THE
MOCK UP DRAWING OF THE WEATHER FORECAST USE CASE

Exercise
issues
Allocation
of
elements

Results & Remarks
4/5 started drawing on the upper left corner
and drew very few elements. After telling
them that they had enough space and more
than one paper, they started drawing bigger
elements.
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Symbols
or text
elements

Label &
drawing

Labeling

Wording

Showing
the mockup

4/5 drew predominantly symbols instead of
text for the buttons;
1/5 was the total opposite. After re-asking
them why, they started mixing more because
they had the feeling that it was not right
what they are doing.
5/5 drew all elements in boxes like they
were drawn in the UC-UI Diagram. Asking
why: they didn’t care while they were
drawing if it was a text or button and they
could not do it better.
5/5 could not differentiate between texts. It
was not clear if the text was a label or a textinput or some information. All participants
had problems in drawing the “: View
Weather” because of this issue.
5/5 did not know what an “Avatar” was and
4/5 did not know at first what a “PopUp”
was. After explaining it, it became clear but
they could not work with these words.
5/5 connected the mock-up to the diagram;
3/5 told that it looked nice and that they had
something similar in mind but they were not
able to draw like that.

Step 4: Use Case “Emergency Call”

The second use case shown was “Emergency call”, and it
was prepared with a mistake – a navigation trap; the
participants needed to identify that they were caught in a
loop in one view and could not navigate to another view
anymore. Furthermore, they should explain what they saw
in a Think Aloud manor. The following results in Table IV
were detected:
TABLE IV. EXERCISE ISSUES, RESULTS, AND REMARKS ACCORDING TO THE
EMERGENCY CALL USE CASE

Exercise
issues
Explaining
the use case
Evaluate the
navigation
process
Mistake
detection

Drawing
mistake
improvement

Results & Remarks
5/5 could explain what they saw on the
diagram
3/5 started to evaluate the given
navigation strategy and they focused on
how to improve the “Emergency call” as
such.
3/5 could find the mistake by
themselves; two needed some hints to get
it.
3/5 told that they first thought it was no
mistake because on tablet computers they
always had the “Home”-button option to
cancel, (not shown in the diagram).
4/5 mentioned the mistake with speech,
1/5 participant drew a button as it should
be.
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Step 5: Reflection

After all the tasks were done, the last part of the
evaluation was to get some reflection based on pre-defined
questions. These questions, together with results and
remarks, are shown in Table V.
TABLE V. QUESTIONS, RESULTS, AND REMARKS ACCORDING TO THE
REFLECTION OF THE UC-UI DIAGRAM 2.0 EVALUATION

Questions
Are you used to
such diagram
representations?
Is it a good
method to
represent
navigation
purposes and
could it
improve/replace
written
manuals?
Could there be
difficulties by
using the UCUI Diagram
2.0?

Have you had
any difficulties
using the
diagram?
Do you think
you are able to
give feedback
according to the
navigation
strategy
(mistakes or
improvement)?
Do you have
now ideas for
improvement?

Results & Remarks
4/5 never used such diagrams or other
similar ones before. 1 participant had
experience in process management
(former occupation).
4/5 thought it was a clearly structured
way to describe navigation processes;
2/5 would have preferred this
description according to written
manuals
3/5 would have suggested it as a
supplement to written manuals

5/5 wanted a clear wording according
to interaction and non-interaction
elements like the text element. The
word text alone was not clear enough.
1/5 said that maybe non-technical
affine people could have problems in
general with technical diagrams.
5/5 mentioned the wording of the
element; it was not clear enough
1/5 said that the elements were too
close to each other
5/5 said that they thought, after an
explanation of the diagram, that they
were able to give feedback or improve
the use case navigation strategy.
3/5 already did it in the second use
case;

2/5 mentioned that there was no need
for the relations to be labeled with
“click”
1/5 mentioned that all Anglicisms
should be avoided
2/5 mentioned that non-interaction
elements should be removed
1/5 mentioned - fewer rectangles
would be better, elements could be
combined
The results shown in Table V influence further research
and improvement of the diagram.
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IV.

IMPROVEMENT & DISCUSSION

The intention to include the end-users from the very first
steps during a development process should reduce
misguided implementation. Therefore, new soft- and/or
hardware tools enable users to participate in an appropriate
way. That means that non-experts need to get a big picture
of the development processes even before design issues are
developed. To get feedback about the navigation and/or
interaction concept, it is necessary to work with a tool that
end-users easily understand so that they can concentrate on
the main topic – to evaluate interaction proposals.
To develop such a tool and to prove that it is working for
a certain user group, an evaluation was undertaken.
Referring to the results of that evaluation, three major issues
could be identified, which should be improved in future
before working with the diagrams intensively.
Language

The element labeling still has the proper wording for the
user group. The improvement should clarify if an element is
an interaction element or not. Regarding the participants,
maybe all non-interaction elements should be removed. If
such elements are in the diagram, they should be labelled
clearly, so that there are no misunderstandings possible.
Easy language should be (German: Leichte Sprache [8])
used and all the English terms should be avoided. This
could increase the acceptability and usability of the
participants.

the diagram will be a survey (maybe online) according to
the wording topic; the study will be supported by a linguist.
V.

This paper shows the evaluation results of a simple
diagram language (UC-UI Diagram 2.0), that should assist
the participation of elderly users during development
processes in AAL projects. According the results, this type
of diagram will also be used in other projects and it will be
improved iteratively, maybe with a bigger group of
participants, to make it even more applicable.
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Abstract—As the world’s population ages, Ambient Assisted
Living becomes a topic of considerable interest. At present,
multimodal user interfaces in Ambient Assisted Living systems
are an important research area. The contribution of this paper
is to ascertain the needs of caregivers and family members,
pertaining to the activities of daily living information of the
elderly, discuss how these needs are best presented, and analyse
existing user interfaces in Ambient Assisted Living systems based
on the identified criteria. This paper concludes by highlighting
the scarcity of research in the area of user interfaces and outlining
future work to enrich the design of user interfaces.
Keywords–Ambient Assisted Living; User Interfaces for Caregivers; Activities of Daily Living.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The world’s population continues to age rapidly as people
live longer. It is predicted that by 2050 the number of people
aged 65 years and over will exceed the younger population for
the first time in history [1]. In this context, Ambient Assisted
Living (AAL) extends the time period during which the elderly
can live independently in their homes using Information Technology and reduces the overall burden on family caregivers.
Numerous AAL projects facilitate independent living for
the elderly. The User Interface (UI) is an integral part of
these projects, as UIs facilitate interaction between the user
and the AAL system. The majority of users’ interaction with
computing systems occurs through a graphical UI [2]. UI
design that addresses the needs of caregivers is critical to
technology acceptance, adoption and consumer satisfaction [3].
UI design requirements are dependent on the type of users
for which the interface is intended. In AAL, several types of
users, or stakeholders, are distinguished [4]:
• The elderly: people who need assistance to live independently. They are considered to have the greatest
stake in the success of the AAL vision;
• The family members and the elderly person’s loved
ones: they act as informal caregivers. The responsibility for caring for the elderly often falls upon them;
• Formal medical caregivers: people who are paid to
give care. AAL helps the caregivers to use their limited
resources in a more effective manner.
The needs of the first group of stakeholders, the elderly,
have been studied thoroughly. For example, Johnson and Finn
[5] present an extensive study of age-related changes in vision,
motor control, hearing, speech, cognition, and they offer UI
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design guidelines. Dodd et al. [2] identify the physical, cognitive, and computer-related issues the elderly experience with
UIs created to assist them and review the existing solutions.
However, UI research is limited for caregivers/family members, even though caregiving is regarded as a complex or
even stressful activity and can cause adverse physical and
mental health consequences [6]. Therefore, these technologies
for helping caregivers/family members require more attention,
as they offer a technological aid which may enable them
to concentrate on their unique health needs and achieve a
healthier lifestyle.
This paper will concentrate on caregivers/family members
and their needs in AAL UI design. The contribution of this paper is to review, evaluate, and critique UIs for caregivers/family
members in AAL systems that present summarised Activities
of Daily Living (ADLs) information in an effective way. This
paper is organised as follows. Section II defines the kind of information caregivers/family members need for reassurance that
their elderly loved ones are undertaking their daily routines.
Section II further describes how these needs are best presented
in UIs for caregivers in AAL. Section III presents the UIs
in AAL systems that provide assistance to caregivers/family
members of elderly people, and analyses them based on the
criteria described in Section II. The conclusions and future
work are outlined in Section IV.
II.

ADL I NFORMATION AND P RESENTATION M ETHODS
FOR C AREGIVERS OF THE E LDERLY
The first subsection will discuss the needs of caregivers/family members pertaining to the ADL information
that UIs in AAL present. The visual methods which can be
employed to present ADL information will be discussed in
the following subsection.
A. ADL Information for Caregivers/Family Members
ADLs are routine actions that are performed by individuals
every day and are essential for independent life. Correct ADL
measurement is significant for the management of healthcare
in aging societies.
1) Sleep: Sleep is vital for overall health at any age. The
elderly who do not acquire good-quality sleep can suffer from
a range of sleep disorders, for example, insomnia and sleep
apnoea. Family members wish to be aware of their loved ones’
quality and quantity of sleep as poor sleeping patterns have
health implications. If an elderly person experiences multiple
consecutive nights of poor sleep, their family members want
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to be informed, so that they can intervene if necessary [7].
Poor quality sleep reduces mobility, communication, and social
contact with other people. The duration of day sleep, the
length of uninterrupted sleep at night, the number of times,
and for how long the elderly person gets up in the night are
characteristics of the quantity of sleep [8]. To collect sleep
data the following information needs to be logged: time of day
when alarm is set, scheduled wake up time, time of day when
the elderly person goes to bed, sleep duration, sleep efficiency,
amount of times alarm is set to snooze function, duration of
snooze periods, and time of day when alarm is deactivated.
2) Medication adherence: A high percentage of elderly
people recently discharged from hospital do not understand the
purpose of their medications. Therefore, the increasing number
of drugs prescribed at hospital discharge is correlated to low
medication adherence or complete non-adherence. It creates
a real problem, especially for the elderly person receiving
multiple drugs to treat a single condition [9]. This highlights
the importance of knowing about medication adherence as
well as the elderly person’s medication list and regime for
caregivers [7]. Caregivers/family members are worried about
health problems aggravated by elderly people forgetting to
take medication, accidentally taking too much, or even taking
someone else’s medication. Medication tracking is difficult if
the elderly person lives alone. There is no perfect solution to
this issue at the moment [10]. Besides accessing adherence
statistics and information about medications taken or missed,
caregivers/family members will benefit from a refill reminder
feature [11].
3) Activity and Physical Exercise: Aging is one of the
risk factors of physical and cognitive decline and physical
activity is an additional effective non-pharmaceutical measure
against aging. The elderly who stay active have reduced risk of
such diseases as ischemic heart disease, stroke and diabetes.
There is no evidence of physical exercise having a negative
impact on cognition [12]. The amount of activity and physical
exercise undertaken by the elderly person is of interest to
caregivers/family members. For example, they want to know
whether the elderly in their care exercise sporadically or on
a regular basis. Some caregivers add that it is important for
them to know certain metrics of physical ability such as
strength and balance [7]. To comprehensively present activity
and physical exercise information, such features as activity
type, its duration, frequency, and intensity need to be logged.
4) Falls: A fall is an emergency situation and a source of
danger to the elderly. Falls are a leading cause of unintentional
injury among adults aged 65 and over. Even ground-level falls
can result in multiple severe injuries. There are additional dangers if the elderly person lives alone. Most caregivers/family
members have to ask the elderly person to carry their mobile
phone around the home. The current technology required to
detect falls invades the privacy of the elderly person (for
example, cameras) while motion sensors may have difficulties
detecting falls [8]. A UI fall detection system needs to be able
to register an event, correctly identify whether it is a fall, and
alert the caregivers/family members if necessary.
5) Localisation: Localisation of the elderly is of high
interest to caregivers/family members. They find it important
to be aware of the elderly’s location in the home and to be
notified in case they leave the house unattended to avoid the
issue of wandering. Wandering is a very problematic and dangerous type of behaviour of the elderly, which could aggravate
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possible risks of suffering serious injuries as a result of the
disorientation. A series of interviews with family members and
with professional caregivers established that both groups of
stakeholders prefer to be notified if the elderly person leaves
the home for any reason [10]. Despite the fact that a situation
where an elderly person leaves the house is not an emergency,
compared to a situation where a dangerous fall occurs, it
can still lead to hazardous consequences. Additionally, family
members, even those who have their elderly relatives living
with them in their own homes, expressed an interest in being
aware where their elderly relative was in their home at any
given point in time. The reasoning behind this is the fact that
some areas of the house are not safe (sharp objects in the
kitchen, slippery tile floors in the bathroom, etc.) [8]. Thus,
information about the elderly’s location, duration of stay, and
time of entering/leaving the location is essential in a UI.
B. ADL Presentation Methods
ADL data collected from multiple sources over long periods can be a challenge to present efficiently. Which types of
presentation convey ADLs in the best way, and how to visualise the relevant information for caregivers/family members,
is still relatively unexplored [13]. The goal of using visual
displays is to reduce the cognitive load of information and
allow users to easily interpret large amounts of data [14].
Modern methods for visually presenting summary statistics include tables, charts, and graphs. They subsequently divide into
column, bar, and pie charts, to name but a few. These diagrams
are designed to show a considerable amount of information
in a concise way, that allows for quick interpretation and
understanding [15]. All of these methods could be deployed
for presenting ADLs in UIs for caregivers/family members.
Colour carries an important meaning and has an impact on
people’s cognition and behaviour. Red is implicitly associated
with failure and danger [16] and can even undermine performance on challenging tasks that require mental manipulation
and flexibility [17]. Yellow is commonly used to indicate
caution (e.g., brake lights). Blue and green are associated with
positive content and are thought to be experienced as relaxing
or cool, encouraging a calm and stable action [18].
Differing fonts have specific emotional and persuasive aspects. In a UI the size and type of font influences its readability.
14-point fonts are found to be more legible, promote faster
reading and thus are recommended for presenting online text to
users aged 60 years and over. There is no significant difference
between the readability of serif (Arial, New Roman) and sans
serif (Verdana, Georgia) fonts [19].
Taking into consideration the fact that many caregivers are
themselves older [20], a UI must be as easy and user-friendly
as possible. Simple ways of delivering ADL information to
caregivers/family members are essential.
1) Sleep: Caregivers/family members need to see a detailed
sleeping profile which includes the average sleep, sleep efficiency, duration, states and events detected overnight. Additional information such as the number of sleep interruptions,
wake-up time, and bedtime can even be switched to another
display and different colours for day and night time can be used
[21]. Actigraphy is a major assessment tool in sleep research
since it can identify changes over time by recording time in
bed, total sleep time, sleep efficiency and detect sleep patterns
associated with specific sleep disorders [22]. In a UI actigraphy
data can be visualised in multiple ways: data plot, velocity
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plot, acceleration plot, etc., however a typical display includes
spikes to signify different activity levels over a horizontal axis
which represents a specific time (e.g., 24 hours or a week).
These activity levels can be highlighted in different colours,
e.g., red to indicate the period when the elderly person is
awake, blue to indicate movement while asleep, green as a
start of a new event (going to bed or getting out of bed).
2) Medication adherence: An alert as a text message to a
mobile phone of a caregiver/family member is a convenient
means for informing them of the elderly person’s medication
adherence or non-adherence [23]. A nonintrusive alternative
to a mobile text message is a UI reminder which does not
have to be ‘pushed’, forcing caregivers/family members to
interrupt their current activity, since missing a medication is
not an emergency situation. Instead the UI can indicate that a
reminder can be retrieved and read when it is convenient, so
that caregivers/family members will be able to defer followup action after receiving such a reminder. Other medication
adherence features in a UI, such as adherence statistics viewing
and taken/missed medication tracking, can be presented as
calendars or timetables with the days highlighted in different
colours depending on the type of event. As timetables are used
for managing scheduled tasks, it would be possible to check
what medication needs to be taken and when it needs to be
taken. Highlighting the missed medication in a different colour
would allow caregivers/family members to track the adherence
statistics. A refill reminder might be another useful feature
[11]. It can be visualised as a pop-up text message similar to
that of a missed medication.
3) Activity and Physical Exercise: Activity and physical
exercise can be presented in several ways in AAL UIs.
Traditionally charts, metaphors, and numbers are the most
popular techniques to visualise physical activity information
[24]. Daily activity can be visualised in the form of a calendar,
which interprets the usual patterns of activity as normal,
requiring minimal attention from caregivers/family members.
If an unusual event occurs, it could be depicted by a different
colour (i.e., red instead of green). For example, Tong et
al. [25] describe examples of activity and physical exercise
visualisation where the data is represented in the form of a
clock dial with a circle representing a time span. Each circle
represents one month of time and each ring within that circle
represents a day. Rings are then divided into 5 minute slots.
If the user is active, the slots corresponding to relevant time
become brighter in colour. If a caregiver/family member points
the mouse over a particular time slot, information on the exact
physical activity undertaken, and the time of that activity, is
displayed.
4) Falls: The primary UI response to a fall should be an
alert to a caregiver/family member. The image-based fall detection system FEARLESS [26] alerts caregivers automatically
and the elderly are not required to take any action. The fall
detection system developed by Wu et al. [27] sends a fall
alarm text which contains fall location URL. By clicking the
URL, caregivers/family members will see a map in a web
browser where the fall location is tagged. However, a text
message might not be enough. A notification in the form of an
alarm seems appropriate in this case. There is no doubt that it
has to be intrusive and interrupt the current caregiver’s/family
member’s activity, forcing them to take immediate action
before returning to whatever they were doing. This alarm has to
be actively ‘pushed’ to a caregiver/family member, rather than
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simply be made available, so that it is retrieved, or ‘pulled’,
at the recipient’s convenience. Moreover, the alarm has to
continue until it is manually stopped, which ensures that the
caregiver/family member is aware of the fall.
5) Localisation: One needs to distinguish between visualising outdoor and indoor localisation of the elderly. For
outdoor localisation, Faria et al. [28] propose a mobile monitoring system for elderly people. Once the location of the
elderly person is detected, the UI displays a web page and
a caregiver/family member is able to see the corresponding
geographical map, where a red asterisk marks the exact location. Indoor positioning should work continuously in realtime and provide the locations of the elderly person in indoor
areas [29]. To capture and depict this data, the UI has to be
updated on a minute-by-minute basis. One of the options to
present visualisation is a line chart with different colour lines
representing different locations along the X axis, which is
the timeline. Caregivers/family members would be able to see
daily patterns and abnormalities within these daily patterns,
e.g., if the time spent in bed is unusually long, it will be
depicted by a long line in the chart. A pie chart could be
an alternative option to visualise the indoor localisation of the
elderly. Pie chart slices could represent the different locations
of the house, so that caregivers/family members will be aware
how much time per day their elderly loved one spends in each
room.
III.

C OMPARISON AND E VALUATION OF UI S FOR
C AREGIVERS
In this section, the UIs for caregivers of the following AAL
systems will be reviewed:
1) HealthKiosk [30],
2) An Intelligent System For Assisting Family Caregivers Of People With Dementia [20],
3) GiraffPlus [31][32],
4) A Home Health Monitoring System Designed To
Support Carers In Their Caring Role [33], and
5) A Monitoring System That Provides Feedback Regarding Physical Functioning [34].
Each of these systems is aimed at facilitating the everyday life of the elderly and their caregivers/family members.
HealthKiosk is designed by IBM Research in China. It is a
family-based healthcare system for health monitoring. It provides continuous monitoring of patients via a user-friendly interface, and can potentially reduce the effort required from care
professionals. The Intelligent System For Assisting Family
Caregivers Of People With Dementia is designed by Fukuoka
University, Japan. It is an easy-to-run and easy-to-maintain
system that monitors dementia patients, assessing their activity. It enhances the caregiver’s monitoring ability, memory,
problem solving and mobility. GiraffPlus is a collaboration
between Örebro University, Sweden, Malaga University, Spain,
and Lund University, Sweden. It is a telehealth system which
supports independent living by the elderly, by addressing a
number of issues aiming to enhance their well-being and
extend the period of time for which they can live independently. The Home Health Monitoring System is developed by
Distance Lab in Forres, Scotland. It allows people to record,
track, and share their physiological health, mood, and calendar
events. It is intended for use within informal support networks.
The Monitoring System That Provides Feedback Regarding
Physical Functioning is developed by Maastricht University,
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the Netherlands, and by the Institute Charles Delaunay at the
Université de Technologie de Troyes in France. It provides
feedback to elderly people and to their caregivers/family
members, regarding the elderly person’s physical functioning.
Out of these five AAL systems, only two have been piloted
and deployed: HealthKiosk at the Peking University People’s
Hospital, China and GiraffPlus in real homes in Sweden, Italy
and Spain. The remaining three are prototypes in various stages
of development.

Figure 1. HealthKiosk [30].

In HealthKiosk UI, blue colour is used as a main background (Figure 1). The size of the font is big enough to be
convenient to read. It is white against a blue background,
and it changes to blue or black if the background is white.
On the welcome page, the names of the buttons for different
options (settings, blood pressure, blood glucose, community,
and healthy tips) are complemented by symbols, e.g., a heart
symbol for blood pressure. HealthKiosk offers an easy-to-use
UI to interact with the biomedical sensors. The welcome page
provides a summary of the functions in a user-centric and
service-oriented manner. Users can set their personal settings,
take their blood pressure and glucose levels, and browse
healthy tips and community suggestions. To view the blood
pressure visualisation graphic, the user has to set start and end
dates first. Blood pressure is presented as a line graph, with
red and blue lines representing systolic and diastolic pressure.

text is used for warning or alarm messages, whereas non-alarm
messages are shown in green or black. The UI is designed to
be easy to understand and to operate.
The Intelligent System For Assisting Family Caregivers
provides automatic, unobtrusive 24/7 monitoring, records the
elderly person’s movement, and it monitors sleep as the
sensor network includes a bed sensor. The system allows for
medication reminders. It logs the activity of the elderly person,
and allows caregivers/family members to view the information
for a specified time interval (hour, day, month and year), in the
form of graphic or raw data (time, place, activity, generated
message). The system is able to detect falls. If a fall occurs,
the UI displays a real-time visual of the event on the screen.
A text describes the level of emergency and where the event
happened. The options for caregivers/family members include
activating audio communication with the elderly person, deactivating the alarm, and accessing the emergency contacts
if necessary. The system provides monitoring of the elderly
person with dementia in their room or flat. Caregivers/family
members are able to establish real-time visual and audio
communication with the elderly. They can see the frequency or
duration of activities such as leaving the room, approaching the
entrance door, visiting the toilet, or staying in bed for longer
than normal.

Figure 3. Giraffplus [32].

Figure 2. An Intelligent System For Assisting Family Caregivers Of People
With Dementia [20].

The web-based UI of the Intelligent System For Assisting
Family Caregivers (Figure 2) is minimalistic. When set in
the Monitoring mode, it displays a real-time depiction of
user’s room in the upper left corner of the screen. Clear
text on the right states the type of event (e.g., fall) and
the place it occurred. The text in the frame shows the prescheduled actions. The red bar at the top right displays the
level of emergency; the longer the bar, the higher the level
of emergency. Below the visual depiction, there are buttons
to activate audio communication and to deactivate an alarm.
The four buttons at the bottom switch the display window
between the Setting, Monitoring and Review operation modes,
and access the emergency contacts if necessary. Red or orange
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The UI of Giraffplus (Figure 3) has yellow as its dominating colour and a depiction of a giraffe as its logo. The menu
tabs (Monitor, Reports, People, and House) are in the top left
corner. The size of the font is quite small; the user would need
good eyesight to read the text. The system allows video calls.
A Skype-like interface is used: the caller sees the person they
are calling, at the same time as seeing themselves on the same
screen.
GiraffPlus is able to collect data and analyse long-term
patterns in physiological parameters. Sleep and other activities
in GiraffPlus are visualised using a line graph, where each
activity is represented by different-coloured lines. The green
line indicates sleeping, the orange line indicates the elderly
person is in the bedroom, the light blue line indicates they
are in the bathroom, the light red line indicates they are in
the kitchen, the dark red line indicates the elderly person is
cooking, the dark blue line indicates they are in the living
room, and the yellow line indicates they are watching TV.
Giraffplus does not have a medication reminder system, but
it is able to present long term data that can show health
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deterioration. The system does monitor daily activities and the
physiological parameters of the elderly person, and it presents
a reliable view of their health status for caregivers/family
members, as well as for the elderly person themselves. It is
also able to detect falls, using its network of home sensors.
If an event is recognised as a fall, the alarm is triggered.
GiraffPlus detects where the elderly person is, whether he or
she is sitting on the couch or lying in bed, using electrical
appliances, opening cupboards or the fridge.

Figure 4. A Home Health Monitoring System Designed To Support Carers
In Their Caring Role [33].

The Home Health Monitoring System is created to support
family members (Figure 4). The UI consists of several pages;
the home page gives an indication of the current mood and
health status of the elderly person via an appropriate colour
(red, amber, green) and a corresponding smiley face. It is also
possible to access the calendar and the settings from the home
page. Besides standard traffic-light coding colours, blue and
grey are used as neutral colours. The buttons and font are
intentionally large to promote quick readability. The system
provides a health summary, which lists vital signs, along with
the current day’s notes. Users are able to enter new readings,
view trends (history) graphs, and to compare graphs, which
will allow the user to track mood and physiological health over
time. The graphs show a week-to-view and plot the average
value per day. The system includes a calendar where users can
enter events by touching the relevant day. The repeat function
can be used for events that happen on a recurring basis such
as medication reminders.

Figure 5. A Monitoring System That Provides Feedback Regarding Physical
Functioning [34].

The UI for the Monitoring System That Provides Feedback
Regarding Physical Functioning (Figure 5) was designed for
a smartphone. The start screen has five large buttons (Weight,
Balance, Grip Strength, Activity, and Settings). The text is
clearly visible and easy to read. The navigation buttons (Back,
History, Home) are clearly marked with appropriate symbols.
The background colour of the UI is dark grey, and the buttons
are of different colours: green, red, and white.
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The UI of the system consists of three layers. The first
layer, which is the start screen of the interface, consists of
five buttons. When users touch one of the buttons, they enter
the second layer, where they receive feedback regarding the
measurement they performed. The History button represents
the third layer, which provides an overview of the last six
balance measurements in the form of a bar chart. The overview
time can be set to 2 weeks, 1 month, 3 months, or 6 months, by
touching the bar above the graph. When changes are positive,
a green background and a smiley face accompany positive
feedback messages. If changes are negative, an orange or
red background is displayed, combined with an explanatory
feedback message.
Out of the five AAL systems, sleep data is presented
by the UIs of the Intelligent System For Assisting Family
Caregivers, and by Giraffplus. Only the users of the Intelligent
System For Assisting Family Caregivers can set reminders
for taking medication. Giraffplus, the Intelligent System For
Assisting Family Caregivers, and the Monitoring System
That Provides Feedback Regarding Physical Functioning track
physical activity. Physiological parameters are collected and
displayed by the UIs of four systems with the exception of
the Intelligent System For Assisting Family Caregivers. Out
of these four systems, Healthkiosk, Giraffplus, and the Home
Health Monitoring System monitor blood pressure and glucose
levels, while the Monitoring System That Provides Feedback
Regarding Physical Functioning measures weight, balance,
and grip strength. Only the Intelligent System For Assisting
Family Caregivers and Giraffplus recognise falls and alarm
caregivers/family members. They also track the localisation of
the elderly person, moreover, only these two systems are able
to establish video communication between the stakeholders.
TABLE I. ADL UI USABILITY ASSESSMENT.
HealthKiosk [30]
Intelligent Sys [20]
GiraffPlus [31] [32]
Home Health Sys [33]
Monitoring System [34]

Sleep

Medic.

Act.

Falls

Loc.

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

Phys.Data
X
X
X
X

As can be seen (Table I), each UI of the evaluated systems
delivers a set of functions. They coincide to a degree, but
hardly include an exhaustive list of features that represents all
the needs of caregivers/family members. Yet many people find
themselves in a situation where an elderly relative living alone
requires more and more attention. This forces the caregiver
to look for a compromise, in order to combine their life
(which typically includes working and raising children), and
caregiving. Usually, personal development, hobbies, and social
activities are sacrificed first of all. There exists an obvious
demand for a UI which could comprehensively present ADLs,
in order to provide a window into the elderly person’s daily
regime. By remotely visualising ADL information to the
caregiver, the UI would provide reassurance that their elderly
loved one is functioning normally, thus relieving the caregiver
of constant worry about the elderly person’s ability to continue
living independently.
IV. C ONCLUSION
As the world’s population inevitably ages, various AAL
systems facilitate the independent living of the elderly. They
offer support to caregivers/family members, and help alleviate
their burden, by presenting some of the elderly person’s ADLs
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in a UI. This paper evaluates a number of UIs in AAL systems
in order to compare the main features. The evaluation is based
on identified criteria (sleep, medication adherence, activity and
physical exercise, falls, localisation) and on the overview of
methods that are employed to present ADLs.
It is outlined that the existing UIs meet caregivers’/family
members’ needs partially. Therefore, for their future work,
the authors intend to propose a design of a personalised UI,
specifically created to cater for their needs. This UI will be able
to track the ADLs of the elderly person, and present them to the
caregiver/family member in a simple but meaningful manner,
so that they can be reassured that the elderly person is setting
about their daily activities.
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